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“I Am the Way and the Truth and the Life”
Meditation on John 14:6

Rev. Steve
Swets

“Jesus answered, ‘I am the way and the truth
and the life. No one comes to the Father except
through me.’”–John 14:6

T

here are some human emotions which are easily
and universally experienced. One of these is fear.
There are things in our lives that can be a little bit
scary. Children are often more open and honest
about this than adults. Children may remember
their first day of kindergarten or their first sleepover.
Maybe the prospect of leaving for university or
getting married is fearful. Fear is a reality because
there is something unknown in life. One of the
greatest occasions for fear in life is when we need to
prepare for the death of a loved one.
How will you cope without your spouse, parent, or
child? How will you make ends meet, how will this
change your social life, your church life, and who
will fill the void of a lifelong companion? Now that
you are thinking through these questions, you are
likely in a similar but far more comfortable mindset
as the disciples as we see them in this passage.
Jesus is about to reveal his identity and the future,
and he does so to the comfort of those he loves.
May this continue to be a comfort to the church
today as well. Our theme is the Great I Am comforts
the church because of who he is as he prepares to
depart.

The Way
In our text we have the sixth I Am statement of
Christ. As we have seen in all of the earlier I Am
statements, the context is king. Whether it is in the
case of a statement corresponding to a miracle, as
when Jesus raised Lazarus after saying that he is
the resurrection and the life, or any of the others,
we must remember what is taking place. We also
must remember that when Jesus says ego eimi (“I
Am”) he is making a claim to divinity. That very
claim will end up costing him his life, but it is also
the truthfulness of that claim that will award us our
glorious salvation.

With that said, what is the context? The
context begins in John 13:1, “It was just
before the Passover Feast. Jesus knew that
the time had come for him to leave this
world and go to the Father. Having loved
his own who were in the world, he now
showed them the full extent of his love.”
Christ was preparing to go the cross, so
what we have now at the end of his life
are the upper room discourses. Jesus was
going to show the disciples what it was to
love, and so he washed the disciples’ feet.
He gave them an example of selfless service
which should exemplify the Christian
life. Next Jesus predicted his betrayal. The
disciples were quite concerned, for in John
13:21, Jesus told the disciples that one of
them will betray him. Then, in John 13:33,
Jesus told the disciples that he was going
to leave to a place where they cannot come.
Peter asked Jesus where he is going. His
response would have been perplexing to
the disciples . . . he is going to a place they
cannot follow him to now, but they will
follow him later. Then Jesus told Peter that
he will deny Jesus three times. That is a fast
way to say that the disciples would have
been extremely troubled.
This is why the ever-loving and understanding
Savior says what he does in John 14:1–3: “Do
not let your hearts be troubled. Trust in God,
trust also in me. In my Father’s house are
many rooms, if it were not so, I would have
told you. I am going there to prepare a place
for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you,
I will come back and take you to be with me
that you also may be where I am.” His father’s
house has plenty of room. It isn’t a one- or
two-room Palestinian home; it is a great
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hotel with room for every visitor to
come and stay and commune with
God. Jesus told them they know the
way. Thomas, likely speaking for the
group, said, “Lord, we don’t know
where you are going, so how can
we know the way?” Jesus answered,
“I am the way and the truth and the
life. No one comes to the Father
except through me.”
As the disciples wondered about the
way, Jesus said, “I am the way.” Note
that Jesus did not say, “I will show
you the way.” He did not say, “Let
me explain to you the way.” Rather,
he said, “I am the way.” It is true that
Jesus teaches the way (Mark 12:14;
Luke 20:21), guides us in the way
(Luke 1:79), and has dedicated for us
a new and living way (Heb. 10:20),
but all this is possible because he
himself is the way. Here we see
something of a glimpse of the
connection between the human
and the divine. God in his attributes
does not merely do things, like love,
He is things. God is love. Jesus is the
way.
We s h o ul d u n d e r s t a n d t h at
statement to mean primarily two
things. First, Jesus is the way from
God to man, and second, he is the
way from man to God. God, in his
providence, so loved the world that
he sent the Son to take upon himself
human flesh. In one sense blessings
come from the Father, through the
Son, to us. He is a mediator both
ways, from God to man and man
to God (Matt. 11:27–28). We can
emphasize the fact that Jesus is
both prophet and priest. He speaks
on behalf of the Father and on behalf
of us. It is this second way that is
emphasized in our text. Jesus is the
way from man to God.
The emphasis in our text is on the fact
that Christ himself is the exclusive
way: I am the way, emphasis on the
“I.” Salvation will hinge upon him,

be exclusively offered through him.
Jesus is the way. To illustrate, how
do children learn in school? Do they
learn primarily by pictures, maps,
white boards, and so on? No, they
learn by way of a teacher. A teacher
uses those tools, but ultimately,
it is the teacher who teaches. So,
Christ is the access we have to the
Father. But, we might ask, “Why do
we need to know the way to the
Father?” The reason why is because
sin has blocked our way. Sin has
estranged us from God. If you want
to gain fellowship, acceptance, and
love from God the Father, you must
seek this through God the Son.
William Hendriksen says, “Hence, it
is not strange that apart from living
fellowship with the person, Jesus
Christ, who exists in indissoluble
union with the Father, there is no
salvation for us” (cf. Rom. 5:1–2).
There isn’t another way. If you
don’t want to spend eternity in the
anguish of hell, there is only one
escape. The way is a gracious way; it
is free but necessary. Imagine being
in a burning house. You are in a room
with only one window, and there is
no exiting where the door is because
that is the direction of the fire. All
you have to do is to exit through the
window. Yet, so many people seek
another way out. They might try to
find something to break down the
wall, or crash through the drywall,
or maybe they will give up and sit
down, stay low, and hope someone
comes to rescue them. All the while,
the window is the only way out.
The firefighter at the window says,
“Come, follow me.” How often does
the person in the room respond,
“No, I don’t like that window,” or,
“No, I’m gonna wait it out, maybe
the fire will go out,” or, “No, the fire
is only in my imagination.” All of
those excuses are utter foolishness,
and yet how many do we know who
are still in the room either seeking
another way out (a false religion
maybe) or care about getting out of
the burning building?

Thomas says to Jesus in John 14:5,
“We don’t know where you are
going, and we don’t know the way.”
The sinner yells, “I don’t know the
way out of this house.” The Savior
says, “I am the way out; come to me.”
The sinner cries out, “But how can I
trust you?” Jesus responds, “I am the
truth.”

The Truth
When Jesus says he is the truth, we
must remember a few of the same
things we saw with Jesus’ statement
that he is the way. He is the truth
personified. He doesn’t just speak
truth, know truth, or show truth. He
is truth. This is in contrast to the lie.
The primary reference to what Jesus
is referring to as the truth is that
Jesus is the true revealer of God.
John 14:7a says, “If you really knew
me, you would know my Father as
well.” Jesus is the dependable source
of the revelation of God’s salvation.
He is the true Redeemer who
proclaims himself.
Jesus, in contrast to all of the false
religions and teachers in the world,
exalts himself as the truth and the
way to life. Every prophet points to
God, and just about every religious
leader in history explains the way
to happiness or life or the afterlife
or whatever they are after. Jesus
points to himself. He authenticates
himself. He has done so through
miracle after miracle, infallible
teaching after infallible teaching . .
. the disciples have seen this. How
can they trust him? Because he is the
truth. We look to the truth, and the
truth will make us free (John 8:32).
The lie likes darkness and shadows.
The truth lives in the light. Jesus, the
light of the world, is also the truth.
Nevertheless, Jesus as the truth,
as the true God-Man, still must be
trusted. To go back to the earlier
illustration. How foolish would it
be to be in the burning room, to
have a firefighter at the window

I

I AM...
the way
and the truth
and the life

ready to help, and to have no
other way out, and then to say,
“How do I know you are really a
firefighter?” He might say, “Look
at my uniform. I am dressed
like a firefighter.” She might say,
“How do I know you won’t drop
me if I climb out of the window?”
Or, “How do I know this is really
a matter of life or death?” If the
goal is safety, if the goal is life,
if the goal spiritually speaking
is to live in eternity with God,
Jesus says, “No one comes to the
Father except through me.” Jesus
is the truth.
There is nothing that can be
alleged against him. For three
years the Pharisees and Jewish
leaders followed Jesus and
listened to Jesus to try to get him
to slip up and lie or sin . . . but
he didn’t. They ended up paying
false witnesses to make up a story
so that Jesus could be convicted
of being exactly who he said he
was. Throughout the centuries,
the enemies of God have sought
to level attacks against Christ or
the infallible Holy Scriptures. But
all of that is vain. Before God,
every mouth is stopped.
Jesus just predicted his betrayal
by Judas. After that he predicted
the denial by Peter, and in
contrast he said, “I am the truth.”
Jesus comforted the disciples
with these words. Some of them
weren’t getting it. Jesus had been
teaching them the way, and now
it is as if he said, “In light of the
weakness of your faith, let me
remind you that you can trust
me. I am the I Am.”

The Life
The third I Am statement of Jesus
is that he is the life. All three
of these concepts are active;
they are dynamic. Notice the
movement taking place. The way
brings to God, the truth makes
me free, and the life produces
fellowship.

The way to God through Jesus Christ alone is the way of
fellowship in the covenant with God. The opposite of life is
death. Jesus is the life, because he gives life, just as he did to
Lazarus. He is life, and he furnishes us with fellowship with
God, which in essence is the only life. Without fellowship with
God, one lives in death. To look at John 11:26 from the side of
death is hopeless. Unbelievers, though they may live, yet are
dead. There is no true life present in their hearts. Through sin
comes death, but through life comes life, for Jesus himself is
the life.
The way that these three things relate together, the way the
truth and the life, has been debated, but we can conclude that
the one that is first is the main teaching. Jesus is speaking
to the disciples about the way to go where he is going. The
earlier Christians were called the Way or the followers of the
Way. Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life.
There is another way, but it is not the way of truth and life but
of lies and death. The reason why is because it looks so nice.
The way of the Savior is not an easy way. It is a way of saying
no to sin, of having to break with disobedience; it is a way of
self-denial and following another. It is a way that might cost
you a promotion, some superficial friends, some respect at
the local bar. It might lead to ridicule from unbelieving family
members or co-workers, but it is the way of truth, and it leads
to life.
The other way is a way where you will be surrounded by friends,
but few are trustworthy. It is a way of ease and pleasure, it is a
way of living for the weekend, it is a way of doing what feels
good at the moment. It is a way where we can be the boss; no
one needs to tell us what to do. It is a way of our own making,
a way of relative truth, what is right for you might not be right
for someone else. It might be a way of blazing your own path.
But, if you are not following the Way, Jesus Christ, that path
doesn’t end well. Not only after we die but also in this life.
Hear with the ears of faith, a heart of trust, the only true Savior
who says, “I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes
to the Father except through me.” And when you hear that
Savior, and trust that Savior, then walk with that Savior. Pray
to the Father through that Savior, tell your unbelieving friend
about that Savior, and do not leave the path of that Savior.
Jesus told the disciples and us that he is leaving to go and
prepare a place for us and that he will come back take us with
him so that we may be where he is. Faith in that one who is the
way, the truth, and the life is the unbreakable reservation for
eternity in the Father’s house. What a God we serve that would
provide such a glorious Savior.

Rev. Steve Swets
is the pastor of Rehoboth United
Reformed Church in Hamilton, ON.
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Is the Bible Clear?

Rev. Daniel R. Hyde

C

an you pick up your Bible,
begin reading at Genesis 1,
complete the entire book,
and then, despite all the
people and places, be able
to summarize the basic
message of what salvation
is? There was a time when
the Roman Catholic Church
stridently debated whether
to allow the translation
of the Scriptures into the
language of the people.1
One theologian even said
vernacular translations
were “the mother and
origin of all heresies.” At the
Council of Trent this was not
decided (Fourth Session;
April 8, 1546). This led to
different customs in different
regions in which some,
such as Germany, the Low
Countries, and Italy, tolerated
vernacular Bible reading.
Later, in 1559, Pope Paul IV
declared that no translations
of the Bible should be
printed, purchased, read,
or possessed without the
written permission of the
Holy Office of the Roman
Inquisition.

“Peter describes
the prophets
reading their own
writings to seek
to understand
whom they were
speaking of. They
saw the general
shady outline
of the coming
Messiah, but
they did not see
his face in the
living color of his
coming.”

Thankfully, Rome now openly says, “Easy access to Sacred Scripture should be
provided for all the Christian faithful” and so “the Church by her authority and
with maternal concern sees to it that suitable and correct translations are made
into different languages” even “in cooperation with the separated brethren,”
meaning us Protestants (Dei Verbum, November 18, 1965).
The question I want you to be assured of the answer is this: Is the Bible clear?
In theological terms, is the Bible perspicuous? The Bible is clear (perspicuous)
in matters relating to salvation and godliness.

What the Clarity of Scripture Is Not
It is important in our polemics with Rome, but also to guard us from error, to
state what the clarity of Scripture is not. Rome says we say that every layperson
can pick up a copy of the Bible and understand everything. And even many
evangelicals misunderstand this as well, leading to the explosion of American
dispensationalism where every believer is confident they know what Daniel,
Ezekiel, and Revelation mean.
What the clarity of Scripture does not mean, first of all, is that anyone and
everyone can pick up the Word and understand it all, even its doctrine of
salvation. For example, the psalmist prayed for the illuminating grace of the
Holy Spirit to open the heart to understand the Word: “Open my eyes, that I
may behold wondrous things out of your law” (Ps. 119:18). Paul said it like this:
That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you
a spirit of wisdom and of revelation in the knowledge of him, having the
eyes of your heart enlightened, that you may know what is the hope to
which he has called you, what are the riches of his glorious inheritance in
the saints, and what is the immeasurable greatness of his power toward us
who believe. (Eph. 1:17–19)

We see this in the example of the
Ethiopian eunuch in Acts 8. He read
the scroll of Isaiah 53 but needed
understanding. Paul says elsewhere,
for example, in 2 Corinthians 4:3,
that “our gospel is veiled . . . to those
who are perishing.” This means that
apart from the regenerating and
illuminating work of the Holy Spirit,
no one can understand the Word
rightly. “So I shouldn’t give a Bible
to my unsaved neighbor?” No, that’s
not what I’m saying. We need to get
the Scriptures into as many hands
as possible, and pray that in reading
them the Holy Spirit will do his work.
But the point is that apart from him, no
one can understand.
The clarity of Scripture also does not
mean that there are no difficulties and
obscure sayings. Turn to 1 Peter 1.
Notice in verses 10–12 Peter
describes the prophets reading their
own writings to seek to understand
whom they were speaking of. They
saw the general shady outline of the
coming Messiah, but they did not
see his face in the living color of his
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coming. Look also at 2 Peter 3:15–17.
Again Peter speaks this way, but this
time of the apostle Paul: “There are
some things in them [Paul’s letters]
that are hard to understand” (v. 16).
Do you want an example? If you’ve
figured out who exactly the “man of
lawlessness” (2 Thess. 2:3) and “he
who now restrains” (2 Thess. 2:7) his
coming, then let me know!
The clarity of Scripture finally does
not mean that all Scripture is equally
clear. Not every verse is equally clear.
Not every chapter is equally clear. Let
me illustrate. Turn to Revelation 9,
then to John 3:16. Which is clearer?
This shows that not all passages are
as clear as all other passages.

What the Clarity of Scripture Is
Let me now explain what the clarity
of Scripture is. Francis Turretin,
the successor of John Calvin and
Theodore Beza at the theological
academy in Geneva, said that what
the clarity of Scripture means is that
what God requires of sinners to be
saved and how saved sinners are to
live before God is so clearly taught in
the Scriptures that these parts of the
Word may be read and understood
without the pope.2
Even the early church fathers said
this. John Chrysostom, the patriarch
of Constantinople and known as
the greatest preacher of the ancient
church, said this:
Therefore hath the grace
of the Holy Spirit disposed
and tempered them so, that
publicans, and fishers, and tentmakers, shepherds, and the
apostles, and simple men, and
unlearned, might be saved by
these books; that none of the
simpler sort might make excuse
by the hardness of them; and that
such things as are spoken might
be easy for all men to look on;
that the labouring man, and the
servant, the widow woman, and
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whosoever is most unlearned,
may take some good, when they
are read.3
Another aspect of this is since what is
necessary for salvation and godliness
is clear, we as believers need to
focus in on these basic truths. There
are some things necessary for us
all to read and know, and there are
other things that are not. We make a
distinction between catholic articles
and theological articles, between
those things necessary for everyone
to know for salvation and those things
not necessary for everyone, but
reserved for ministers, professors,
and elders to discuss.4 I know you’ve
probably never heard this, so let me
spell it out. You do not need to worry
yourselves over which eschatology
you hold to. You do not need to
understand the order of God’s eternal
decrees. You do not need to be
an articulate spokesman for issues
relating to church and state. You
do not need to know all the ins and
outs of Christology and how it relates
to debates surrounding the Lord’s
Supper. Gregory the Great (540–604)
once said Scripture’s mysteries could
exercise the mind of the wise but also
nurse babies, feed the simple, and
cause the loftiest intellect to admire.
He then said, “It is, as it were, a kind
of river, if I may so liken it, which is
both shallow and deep, wherein both
the lamb may find a footing, and the
elephant float at large.”5
What you need to keep your focus
on is reading the Word and delving
into understanding the Creed, the
Commandments, and the Lord’s
Prayer as our Catechism exposits
them. Listen to Martin Luther:
I am also a doctor and preacher,
yea, as learned and experienced
as all those may be who have
such presumption and security;
yet I do as a child who is being
taught the Catechism, and every
morning, and whenever I have
time, I read and say, word for

word, the Ten Commandments,
the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer,
the Psalms, etc. And I must still
read and study daily, and yet
I cannot master it as I wish, but
must remain a child and pupil of
the Catechism, and am glad so to
remain.

Conclusion: Using the Means to
Understand Scripture’s Basics
What does this mean for us? If the
Scripture is clear in its teaching on
what is necessary to be saved and
for how we are to live, we are to use
the means that God has given us to
understand these basic teachings of
Scripture all our life. These become
clearer and dearer to us “in a due
use of the ordinary means” so that
we “may attain unto a sufficient
understanding of them” (Westminster
Confession, 1.7).
What are the means? Reading the
Word daily. Praying “open my eyes
that I may behold wondrous things
out of your law” (Ps. 119:18). Meditating
on the law of God “day and night” (Ps.
1:2). When we do this, we will grow in
the grace and knowledge of our Lord
and be of use to him as witnesses for
his name in the world.
			
1. R. E. McNally, “The Council of Trent and
Vernacular Bibles,” Theological Studies 27
(1966): 204–27.
2. Turretin, Institutes of Elenctic Theology,
1:143.
3. Jewel, “A Treatise of the Holy
Scriptures,” Works, 4:1183.
4. Scholastic Discourse, 71.
5. Morals on the Book of Job, vol. 1, parts
I–II (Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1844), 9.

Rev. Daniel Hyde
is the pastor of Oceanside United
Reformed Church in Carlsbad, CA.

Ten Tips on
Handling
Our
Children’s
Anger

I

n How to Really Love Your Teenager, Ross Campbell says that “one of
the most important areas in which a teenager needs training is in how
to handle anger. . . . Anger is normal and occurs in every human being.
The problem is not the anger itself but in managing it. This is where
most people have a problem” (60). In this post we will learn from God’s Word
to see how we can effectively handle our children’s anger and how we can
better help them manage their anger.

3. Righteous anger is not only
permitted but even commanded, as
previously noted. And so, we should
encourage our children to have a
righteous anger—to have a strong
feeling of displeasure toward all
forms of evil.

Before we continue, let us define first the word anger and clarify some
misunderstandings about it. According to one dictionary, anger is “a strong
feeling of displeasure . . . aroused by a wrong.” Hence, to be angry or to have
a strong feeling of displeasure about something which is morally wrong is
not necessarily sinful. In fact, Jesus himself got angry, and yet he did not
sin (Mark 3:5; John 2:14–16). We can be angry and commit no sin. Also, we
have to remember that the Bible never tells us not to be angry. In fact, “Be
angry,” says Paul in Ephesians 4:26. However, we must be angry without
sinning: “Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your
anger.” In short, we can be angry, but we should not allow our anger to turn
into sin. Therefore, when we deal with our children’s anger, it is important
to remember the following four points.

4. Anger is normal. Let us tell our
children that everyone experiences
anger. They should know that they
are not alone in their feelings. But
this does not mean that we are going
to tolerate their unrighteous anger.
By letting them know that we also
get angry, we are showing them that
we understand them. It is important
that children feel understood.

1. Anger is not always a sin. And so, we should not be quick to judge our

Now, here are ten pieces of advice as
we handle our children’s anger.

children whenever we see them angry. It could be that their anger is a
result of their holy hatred toward sin. For example, your child may be angry
because his classmate has taken the name of the Lord in vain. Aristotle once
said, “It’s not a sin to get angry when you get angry at sin.”

1. Watch yourself when dealing with
your children’s anger. Oftentimes
when our children are angry we also
get angry unnecessarily.

2. Righteous anger is permissible. Thus, we should not forbid our children

2. When dealing with your children’s

to be angry for righteousness’ sake. The authors of Parenting Today’s
Adolescent explain that “God created anger to be an asset, but it gets misused
and twisted in a fallen world. In basic terms, anger is an emotional alarm
that sounds a warning when something is wrong. . . . The problem is that
most of us don’t know what to do with appropriate anger when we feel it”
(163–64). However, let us guide our children so that their anger will not turn
into danger. Remember that anger, as someone has said, “is just one letter
short of danger.”

anger, apply the principle of James
1:19: “let every man be quick to hear,
slow to speak, slow to anger.” Three
principles can be drawn from this
verse:
a. Before judging your child,
listen first to his full explanation.
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b. Talk to your child softly or gently. As Proverb
15:1 says, “A soft answer turns away wrath, but a
harsh word stirs up anger.”

5. Help your children differentiate righteous anger
from unrighteous anger. Ask your child, “At what or
with whom are you angry, and why are you angry?”

c. As you correct your child, control your temper,
lest you mention or do something that will fuel
your child’s anger. Henry Ward Beecher remarks,
“Speak when you are angry and you’ll make the
best speech you’ll ever regret.” The apostle Paul,
addressing the fathers, writes, “Fathers, do not
provoke your children to anger, but bring them
up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord”
(Eph. 6:4). It is better to be silent when we cannot
control our temper.

6. Since anger is normal, help your children express
their anger in a right or Christlike way. Children
often don’t know how to express their anger in a
positive way. Campbell explains it this way:

3. Since your children look up to you as a role model,
teach them to manage anger in a God-honoring way
by your good example. Ultimately, let’s point our
children to Christ—our perfect example—who got
angry but did not commit sin.

4. Help your children understand the main cause of
their anger. Then, help them deal with that which has
caused their anger. Note that sometimes our children
do not know what they are angry about. Sometimes they
are not really angry but only frustrated with themselves.

Children will tend to express anger immaturely,
until trained to do otherwise. A teenager cannot
be expected to automatically express his anger
in the best, most mature way. But this is what
parents are expecting, when they simply tell
their teen not to get mad. Parents must train
teenagers to take one step at a time in learning
to deal with anger. (How to Really Love Your
Teenager, 65)

7. Pray for your children regularly, not just when
they are struggling with issues of anger. It is a good
practice to begin and close with prayer whenever
you counsel them. Pray also that the Lord will
grant you grace and wisdom as you address your
children’s problem.
8. Help your children develop temperance in their
lives. Our children need self-control in dealing with
anger. Self-control, a fruit of the Holy Spirit (Gal.
5:22), is a good remedy for anger.

May 16 -18, 2017
Guelph Bible Conference Centre, Guelph, ON

URCNA MISSIONS
CONFERENCE
Reformed and Relevant - Reaching our
Generation with the Gospel

Come join missionaries, pastors, elders, and members
from the URCNA for a time of learning, discussion, and
encouragement in fulfilling the Great Commission.

9.

Since self-control is a fruit of the Holy Spirit,
show your children their need of the Spirit. Doing
so will also give you an opportunity to talk about the
gospel with them.

10. Deal with your children’s anger with love. Show
love to your children even if you might not like their
behavior. Be patient and understanding with them.
Once our children feel loved, they will not hesitate
to share with us the real cause of their anger. It is sad
that some children would rather share their burden
with their friends than with their own parents. May
it not happen to us!

Rev. Brian G. Najapfour
FEATURED MAIN SPEAKERS:

Rev. Paul Murphy

Rev. Eric Watkins

Registration and info at urcnamissions.org
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is the pastor of Dutton United Reformed
Church, Caledonia, MI, and author of The Very
Heart of Prayer: Reclaiming John Bunyan’s
Spirituality (2012) and Jonathan Edwards: His
Doctrine of and Devotion to Prayer (2013).
He and his wife, Sarah, have three children,
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biblicalspiritualitypress.org.

Bible Studies on Ezra
Lesson 11: Consequences of the Covenant

Dr. Norman 		
De Jong

Scripture Reading: Ezra 8
Background Reading: Deuteronomy 28:1–20

Discussion Starters
1. What are some possible reasons
why Ezra would include the names
and numbers of the men who
accompanied him on his trip from
Babylon to Jerusalem? Were you
desirous of reading the list, or did
you skip over most of the names?
(Review Note 2:1 in Lesson 4.)
2. What differences and similarities
do you notice between this list and
that given in Ezra 2? Did only men
accompany him, or did the group
also include women and children?
Give reasons for your answer. (See
Note 8:1.)
3. Describe the first part of Ezra’s
journey. What details does God
give us concerning the trip? How
long had they traveled before they
camped “by the river that flows to
Ahava”? (See Note 8:15.)
4. How does Ezra plan to solve the
problem of not having any Levites
in his entourage? (See Note 8:16.)
5. Who is Iddo? How many men did
he supply? (See Note 8:17.)
6. Why did Ezra not request of
the king an escort of soldiers and
horsemen? (See Note 8:21.)
7. How much wealth were Ezra and
his people carrying with them from
Babylon to Jerusalem? What was
the source of all that wealth? (See
Note 8:25.)
8. Does Ezra exhibit complete trust
in the people, or does he take steps
to ensure the safety of the wealth

they are carrying? What lessons
could our churches learn from the
way Ezra managed their finances?
(See Note 8:26.)
9. What happened on the trip when
they left the river of Ahava? How
much trouble did they experience?
Who is given the credit? (See Note
8:31.)

Text Notes on Discussion
Starters
[8:1] At first blush one might want
to pass over all these strange names
with their numbers of men who
were registered with Ezra and
came up with him from Babylon
during the reign of King Artaxerxes.
What can one possibly learn from
them? As soon as the reader notes
that most of these names also
had appeared in Ezra 2, there are
significant implications. With the
exception of three new family
names not included in the earlier
chapter, all the others had appeared
earlier. The numbers are smaller
now, by an average of approximately
10 percent, so not as many people
have volunteered to go on the trip as
had done so under Zerubbabel. This
journey is set to begin in 458 B.C.,
whereas the first pilgrimage under
Zerubbabel had been undertaken
in 538 B.C., giving us a time lag of
approximately eighty years. In 538
B.C., when King Cyrus had issued
his proclamation, there were a
number of prominent families
that said yes to the invitation to go
back to Jerusalem to worship God
in his special place. Now, eighty

years later, many of those families
again send large numbers of family
members to make the journey and to
resettle permanently in Jerusalem.
Here, then, is evidence that God
will maintain his blessings on those
families that honor his name and
that strive to do his will. Notice
that the chapter begins with the
assertion that “These are the heads
of their fathers’ houses,” reminding
us that the head of the household
represents the entire family. Ezra
later informs us that they needed
God’s protecting care “for us and
our little ones” (v. 21). How many
persons comprised the group is then
left to conjecture, but it is certainly
greater than the 1,773 men who are
enumerated. If there were equal
numbers of women and children,
the total would exceed 4,000.
[8:15] Notice the time sequence
given. Ezra and all of the 1,515
families began their march to
Jerusalem from Babylon (7:6) on
the first day of the first month of
the seventh year of King Artaxerxes
(7:8–9), which would be 458 B.C. on
our calendar. After traveling for nine
days, Ezra “assembled them at the
canal, . . . and camped there three
days” (8:15). Ezra then tells us, “Then
we departed from the river of Ahava
on the twelfth day of the first month”
(8:31), leading us to the conclusion
that the first part of the trip must have
lasted nine days. What caused them
to stop and camp after being on the
road for only nine days? Why stop
so soon? Ezra gives us the answer
in that same verse: “When I checked
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among the people and the priests,
I found no Levites there” (8:15).
He told us already in the previous
chapter that it was the stated
purpose for going to Jerusalem “to
inquire about Judah and Jerusalem
with regard to the Law of your God”
(7:14). But Ezra knew that it wasn’t
merely to inquire about the Law, but
to do something about the situation
if they found that the Law was not
being taught and not being carefully
obeyed. Should that be the case, and
there was ample reason to believe
that it was, Ezra had “devoted
himself to the study and observance
of the Law of the Lord” (7:10), so
he must have gotten reports from
the travelers to Jerusalem as to the
existing situation. When he realizes
his oversight, he recognizes that
he does not have any Levites in the
entourage, even though there are
a number of priests like himself.
He knows full well that the duty of
Levites is to be teachers of the Law,
and that they would be essential to
the success of his trip.
[8:16] What all went through
Ezra’s mind can only be speculated,
because the text does not tell us
much. But it does tell us that he
summoned Eliezer, Ariel, and
others, all of whom “were leaders”
(v. 16), and “sent them to Iddo, the
leader in Casiphia” (v. 17). On very
short notice, Ezra has to recruit
a number of Levites (preachers,
in our terminology) to leave their
employment, to walk away from
their homes, to pack all their earthly
possessions on their donkeys or
camels or horses, and to move to
Jerusalem. The opportunities are
announced on short notice, so time
is of the essence.
[8:17] Where would you go for
ministers who might be willing
to pack up and go with you, never
to return again? Ezra goes to
Iddo, the leader in Casiphia. Iddo
is a well-known Levite who was
the grandfather of the prophet
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Zechariah (Zech. 1:1, 7; Ezra 5:1; 6:14),
but he is also a famous historian who
has written histories of the reigns
of King Solomon, Rehoboam, and
Ahijah (2 Chron. 9:29; 12:15; 13:22).
Casiphia is the center for Iddo’s
ministry and probably a seminary
where Levites were trained for their
work of teaching the Law. On such
short notice, we would humanly
wonder if any success would be
possible. Would anyone be willing to
drop everything for the sake of the
gospel? The answer is a resounding
yes, for Sherebiah, along with
seventeen sons and brothers, as well
as Hashabiah, along with nineteen
men and “220 of the temple
servants,” all packed their bags and
made ready to join the march. In all,
258 Levites dropped everything and
joined with Ezra at the Ahava Canal
in order to go to Jerusalem in order
to preach and teach the Law of God.
What an answer to prayer!
[8:21]
After being on the trip for
nine days with this troop of some
1,515 men, plus their wives and
children, Ezra “proclaimed a fast,
so that we might humble ourselves
before our God, to seek from him

the right way for us and our little
ones.” There is no mention of such
fasting and prayer earlier in the
chapter, suggesting to the reader
that it took a little while for Ezra to
realize that he was setting out on
a dangerous venture. Now, after
nine days of travel, he decides that
it is time to pray. Now, it seems, he
wishes that he had a military escort,
or at least some bodyguards and
cavalry to protect this rather large
entourage. Ezra’s problem, though,
was that he had told the king, “The
hand of our God is upon all those
for good who seek him, but his
power and his wrath are against
all who forsake him” (v. 22). Ezra
has had opportunity to witness
to the king about God’s covenant
promises and has been telling him
about covenant theology. Ezra had
been preaching a message of the
covenant, that God would bless and
protect and care for all of those who
obeyed his commands, but that God
would show great anger “against
all who forsake him” (v. 22). After
making such claims for God, Ezra
could not turn around and ask King
Artaxerxes for protection in the form

of soldiers or guards. Ezra is going
to have to trust God. But he knows
the potential hazards of the journey,
and his faith seems to waver. But
he does the right thing: He calls a
fast and goes to God in prayer. He
humbles himself and asks all of his
fellow travelers to do the same.
The insurance debates of earlier
generations were symptoms of
similar problems for Christians
during the 1930s and 1940s.
Christians were criticized and
sometimes disciplined by their
churches for buying insurance
policies. The argument was the same
as Ezra’s. If you preach that God will
take care of and bless his people,
then you ought not to buy insurance
policies in case he doesn’t fulfill his
promise. To buy insurance was an
act of unbelief, a demonstration
of doubt rather than faith. That is
also Ezra’s challenge. If he believed
in the covenant promises, then he
ought to demonstrate that belief
by his behavior. He could easily
have requested as much help as
he wanted from King Artaxerxes,
but he knew that such a request
would compromise the gospel of

the covenant that he had been
preaching. After proclaiming a
fast, humbling themselves before
God, and asking God for a safe
journey, Ezra and all the people set
out on their nine-hundred-mile
trip, literally carrying tons of gold
and silver and “polished bronze, as
precious as gold” (8:27).
[8:25] In the first migration there
were some fifty thousand people,
but rather paltry amounts of
material gifts for the construction
of the temple. Now, in the second
migration, there are only about
10 percent of the people, but far
larger amounts of gold and silver
and bronze. In 538 b.c. they carried
only about 1,100 pounds of gold
and 3 tons of silver; now, some
eighty years later, they are carrying
25 tons of silver, plus 3 3/4 tons
of silver articles and 3 3/4 tons of
gold. God has provided them with
far more wealth now, with all of it
“consecrated to the Lord” (8:28).
[8:26] When you consider the
nature of this undertaking and what
transpired over this four-month
trip, you can appreciate the fears
that Ezra had expressed and the
inclination on his part to request
the king to provide soldiers and
horsemen to protect them on the
trip. Traveling with thousands of
unarmed people, including many
women and children, but having
no soldiers and no bodyguards,
while carrying 25 tons of silver, 3
3/4 tons of gold, plus all these other
articles of gold and bronze, would
have been to invite trouble. When
we add to the picture the fact that
this part of the Persian Empire had
been engaged in heavy warfare just
prior to this, the risk factors could
be multiplied significantly. If we did
something like that today, people
would call us foolish, insane, or
irresponsible. To guarantee that his
own people would not be tempted
to embezzle any of the wealth, Ezra
carefully appoints responsible men
to be responsible for the wealth they
are transporting. Ezra knew that the

human heart, even of believers, is
inclined toward all manner of evil.
[8:31]
Ezra could come to only
one conclusion when they arrived
in Jerusalem after their four-month
journey: “The hand of our God was
on us, and he protected us from
enemies and bandits along the way”
(8:31; cf. 7:6, 9, 28; 8:18, 22). This
becomes one of the themes of Ezra
and is a testimony to the fact that
God was truly watching over his
people and protecting them from
robbers, wild animals, and enemies
on the road. After resting for three
days, they weighed out all the silver,
gold, and sacred articles and found
that “everything was accounted
for by number and weight” (v. 34).
God had truly watched over them.
They could not visually see or feel
the hand of God, but they knew it
was there. The immortal, invisible
God of heaven and earth had truly
blessed them because they had
trusted in him. Ezra shows that
he was not only concerned about
external threats to their safety from
robbers, bandits, and enemy troops
along the journey. He was also
concerned about internal threats
from embezzlement or thievery by
the people who had been placed
in charge. Ezra is meticulous in
setting up a complete inventory
and accounting system to make
certain that nothing was stolen or
embezzled along the way. That, too,
shows that not one item is missing
or in any way compromised. Aware
of how wonderfully God had
blessed them and protected them
on the way, the exiles who had
returned from captivity sacrificed
burnt offerings to the God of Israel
(v. 35). They had to give thanks for
his traveling mercies and for the
marvelous way he cared for them.

Dr. Norman De Jong
is a semi-retired pastor in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church.
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Bible Studies on Ezra					
Lesson 12: Ezra’s Lament for Israel

Dr. Norman 		
De Jong

Scripture Reading: Ezra 9
Background Reading: 1 Corinthians 5:6–13;
2 Corinthians 6:14–7:1
Discussion Starters
1. What is the response of the
leaders of Israel to the arrival and
the teaching of Ezra? Did they come
forward voluntarily, or were they
coerced? (See Note 9:1.) Compare
this with Achan’s confession in
Joshua 7:13–21.
2. What specific laws of God do
they admit to having violated?
Does God’s law speak to ethnic
or racial intermarriage, or is God
only concerned with spiritual
relationships? Is God concerned
about marrying across political or
ethnic boundaries? (See Note 9:2.)
3. What is Ezra’s response to these
confessions? What is unusual about
his response? (See Note 9:3; read
Nehemiah 13:25.)
4. Are all the people of Israel guilty
of intermarriage with pagans? What
is the reaction of those who have
not committed such sins? What
motivates their actions? (See Note
9:4; read Isaiah 66:2.)
5. What is the tenor or tone of
Ezra’s prayer? Does he include
himself among the guilty? Should
he take responsibility for the sins
of the people? How does this prayer
compare with that uttered by Daniel?
(See Note 9:6; read Daniel 9:3–19.)
6. Is Ezra still concerned with those
past sins of Israel which caused their
being taken as exiles into Babylon?
Or is he concerned about the present
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sins committed by the exiles since
their return to Jerusalem? (See Note
9:8–9.)
7. How had God treated his people
while they were still in captivity
in Babylon? What evidences does
Ezra cite of God’s mercy and
compassion? (See Note 9:9.)
8. Does God deal justly with his
people? Does he give them the
punishments
that
their
sins
deserve? Does he deal in the same
way with pagan people? (See Note
9:13; read Exodus 34:5–9.)

Introduction
Notice the contrast with the earlier
situation. When we get to Ezra 9 we
encounter a situation which has not
been reported before in the book of
Ezra. Prior to this time there has been
a wonderful spirit of obedience and
worship of God, with all of the people
having demonstrated a willingness
to follow God’s law precisely and
willingly. When the people under
Zerubbabel and Jeshua first came
back to Jerusalem, they were willing
to take the gifts and offerings from
the surrounding people for the
rebuilding of the altar and for the
rebuilding of the temple (3:1–10),
but they were not willing to let the
enemies of Judah and Benjamin
help in the building process (4:1–2).
The people of God were not willing
to compromise their religious
practice for the sake of peace with
their neighbors, and for that they
paid a price of opposition, lies, and
legal harassment. For two to three

years the work on the temple was
stopped, until the people of Israel
could once again get assistance
from King Darius of Persia.
When the temple was finally finished,
the Israelites not only dedicated
it to God but also celebrated the
Passover. At that time, “the priests
and Levites had purified themselves
and were all ceremonially clean”
(6:20). Furthermore, “the Israelites . .
. had separated themselves from the
unclean practices of their Gentile
neighbors in order to seek the Lord,
the God of Israel” (6:21). Israel was
truly a God-fearing nation and
was trying to live according to all
the requirements of God’s law. On
the surface there is no appearance
of Baals, Ashtaroth, or Moloch, no
images or groves, golden calves,
or high places. The temple was
duly respected, and the temple
service was all in place. It seems as
though God’s people have finally
learned to live in obedient, loving
relationship to their God. They have
finally matured in the faith and
can be happy about their religious
practices.

Text Notes on Discussion
Starters
[9:1]
Within a few short months
after Ezra and his entourage arrived
in Jerusalem, “the leaders came
to [him] and said” that “the people
have not kept themselves separate
from the neighboring peoples with

their detestable practices.” What
they found was that the people had
compromised with the world around
them and had not been on guard
against all the sins of their neighbors.
In the sixty years since the dedication
of the temple, the people had
become lax in their resistance to evil
and had become too compromising
with their neighbors. During times
of peace and prosperity, when there
seemingly is no persecution, are
the times when the temptations
become most subtle and effective.
During the time that God had sent
his people into captivity, the land
of Canaan had once again become
populated with people who did not
love the Lord or his law, and who had
devised all kinds of false religious
practices. The situation after the
Babylonian captivity is very similar
to that existing in the time of Moses
and Joshua, where the Promised
Land is overrun by enemies of the
gospel. God had warned his people
repeatedly about that and had told
them not only that they should not
compromise with these neighbors
but also that they had to tear down
all their idols, their pagan altars, and
their Asherah poles, and give up their
evil practices.
[9:2]
The complaint registered
against the leaders by those who
came to Ezra sounds almost
identical to that expressed by Moses
shortly before the Israelites were
ready to march into the Promised
Land the first time. God had
instructed Moses to list those same
names of heathen peoples and had
commanded his people to “make no
treaty with them, and show them
no mercy. Do not intermarry with
them. Do not give your daughters
to their sons or take their daughters
for your sons, for they will turn
your sons away from following
Me” (Deut. 7:2–3). God is emphatic
about this command, forbidding
intermarriage between believers
and unbelievers. God knows our
human nature and knows that if our

sons marry non-Christians, they
are apt to wink approvingly when
the wives introduce unholy ideas or
practices into the church. Solomon,
in all of his wisdom, thought that
such rules did not apply to him,
but he soon found that his wives
turned his heart away from God (1
Kings 11:1–11). God knows, too, that
the children from mixed marriages
are apt to be unfaithful to God,
especially if their mothers are nonChristians, for it is the mother who
shapes the child and gives direction
during those early formative years.
It wasn’t good enough to ignore
them or to co-exist alongside of
them, but God’s people had to root
out these evil practices. God wanted
his people to take over the Promised
Land and to make it his special
possession. God commanded them
to “break down their altars, smash
their sacred stones, cut down their
Asherah poles and burn their idols
in the fire” (Deut. 7:5). God also
emphasized to them that he was a
jealous God, who would not tolerate
any kind of competition (Exod. 20:5;
34:14). He was truly holy and insisted
that he alone be worshipped. God is
saying the same thing to us today,
I believe. It isn’t enough for us to
believe that abortion, gambling
casinos, lotteries, and same-sex
marriages are wrong, but we must
also be active in trying to remove
those practices from our land and
separate ourselves from them. We
should not in any form or fashion
be associated with them.
[9:3]
Ezra not only tore his
garment and robe but also “plucked
out some of the hair of [his] head and
beard.” Right behavior must always
begin at the top, but this would
seem to be an extreme reaction.
He must have been so upset and
shaken by this information that
he was beside himself in anguish.
Compare this response with that of
Nehemiah when he heard a similar
report about Jewish men marrying
pagan women (Neh. 13:23–27).
Both Ezra and Nehemiah appear to

be truly God-fearing leaders, who
know deeply how God hates such
sin. Some parents mistakenly make
the complaint that they do not want
their children’s teachers to be role
models for their children. They
claim that all the teachers should
be doing is teaching the children
the subject matter of the course.
One can never separate our lives
from our teaching. What we are and
what we do are far more significant
than what we say. If we preach one
thing and live another, our audience
will do what we live and not what
we preach. Our example is usually
so powerful and so loud that our
students sometimes cannot hear a
word that we say.
[9:4]
The saddest part of this
confession of sin is that the
priests and the Levites are listed
prominently at the top as those who
“have not kept themselves separate
from the neighboring peoples”
(v. 1). In fact, the report goes on to
state, “the leaders and officials have
led the way in this unfaithfulness”
(v. 2). When we get to Ezra 10, we
will notice that the first ones listed
are sons of Jeshua, the son of
Jozadak, who was the high priest
who came with Zerubbabel in the
first migration. Four of Jeshua’s
sons were found guilty of marrying
idolatrous wives. That is often true
today, too, for we see so often that
those who are leaders in the church,
whether pastors or professors or
elders, are guilty of serious sins
and lead the people astray. Heresy,
it is said, begins not so much in
the pew as in the seminary. Evil
practice begins many times with the
preachers and follows in the lives
of the laity. We need to remember,
too, that Satan works harder on the
leaders than on anyone else.
[9:6]
Ezra is chosen by God for
just such a time as this. He has
devoted his life to a study of the
law of God and has distinguished
himself as the most noted authority
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on the Law in the whole Persian
Empire. God has been grooming
and preparing him for this special
assignment, because God sees
what is happening in Judah and
Jerusalem. Those who are called
to be his people are forgetting the
Law and are no longer keeping his
commandments. When Ezra gets
there, he is quickly apprised of the
situation. Ezra did not do anything
wrong, but he is the one who “tore
his tunic and cloak, pulled hair from
his head and beard and sat down
appalled” (9:3, New International
Version). When trying to understand
Ezra’s reaction to the report that he
had received, we must remember
that he was an outstanding student
of the law of God. He knew Moses’
writings better than anyone in the
land. He had studied the books of
Exodus, Numbers, Leviticus, and
Deuteronomy so carefully and
thoroughly that he knew exactly
what God required and how God
would respond to this charge of
evil. Ezra knew how Moses had
responded when he found out that
the Israelites, under his brother
Aaron’s leadership, had made and
worshipped the golden calf. He
knew that Moses fell prostrate before
the Lord for forty days and forty
nights and ate no bread and drank
no water because “he feared the
anger and wrath of the Lord” (Deut.
9:19). Moses knew then that God had
every right to destroy his people and
to wipe them from the face of the
earth. Out of love for the people of
God, Moses, who himself had done
nothing wrong, pleads with God
for mercy and demonstrates, by his
personal example, how truly sorry
he is for the offenses against God.
Ezra also probably knew of Daniel’s
prayer of confession (Dan. 9:3–19)
for the people of God and the fact
that Daniel confesses all of the sins
that the people had committed.
Moses, Daniel, and Ezra are all types
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of Christ, taking on themselves the
guilt of God’s people and coming
before God in repentance and
humility, not because of what they
personally had done but because
they came as representatives of
God’s people. As a type of Christ,
Ezra appears to consider all of
their sins as his sins, all of their
disobedience as his disobedience,
and all of their perils as his perils. At
first Ezra is very much alone in his
grief and remorse, but public notice
is soon taken of this and the devout
people of God come to support him.
Those people who also feared God
and knew that he is righteous and
angry at sin gathered around Ezra
and demonstrated their support
for Ezra’s action. “Everyone who
trembled at the words of the God of
Israel gathered around me because
of the unfaithfulness of the exiles”
(9:4).
[9:8–9] All the way through the
prayer Ezra uses the plural pronouns
“us” and “our,” signifying that he
put himself as a member of the
community and includes himself as
a sinner. In making his confession,
Ezra recalls the fact that God’s
people have often been disobedient
and have deserved every kind of
punishment that God has sent their
way. He admits that their record is
rather sad and that they have a long
history of disobedience. He doesn’t
pretend that this is only one isolated
instance of sin. Thinking back to
their earlier existence, he admits,
“Because of our sins, we and our
kings and our priests have been
subjected to the sword and captivity,
to pillage and humiliation at the
hand of foreign kings, as it is today”
(9:7).
[9:9]
God has been good to us.
Ezra acknowledges that God had
been very good to them in spite
of their long history of sin and
rebellion. “Our God did not forsake
us in our bondage; but he extended
mercy to us in the sight of the kings

of Persia.” He admits that God had
every right to wipe every one of them
from off the land, but he is grateful
that God has spared a remnant and
has allowed them to come back to
Canaan with a tremendous amount
of wealth and has privileged them
to rebuild the temple and to have
regular worship. Ezra in effect is
saying, “How ungrateful we are to
have offended a God who has been
so good to us!” On behalf of all the
people, Ezra admits the specific
sins of which they were guilty and
repeats the Law for all to hear, and
then casts himself and the people
on the mercy of the court. He readily
admits that what has happened to
them “has come upon us for our evil
deeds and for our great guilt” (9:13).
[9:13] “You our God have punished
us less than our iniquities deserve.”
“You are righteous, for we are left as a
remnant, as it is this day” (9:15). Ezra
admits their guilt and recognizes
that none of them can stand in the
presence of God. If God dealt justly
with them, they would all have to
die. Their sins demand the death
penalty. But “the Lord is merciful
and gracious, slow to anger, and
abounding in mercy” (Ps. 103:8).
The captivity into which God had
placed his people had been effective
in transforming their lives from the
rebellious, idolatrous, and haughty
attitudes of the people when God
had sent King Nebuchadnezzar
to punish them. Now, by contrast,
they are quick to admit their guilt
and show a true humility. They
recognize that they are, by nature,
sinners prone to hate God’s law and
in need of his forgiveness.

Dr. Norman De Jong
is a semi-retired pastor in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church.

Those people who also
feared God and knew
that he is righteous
and angry at sin
gathered around Ezra
and demonstrated
their support for Ezra’s
action. “Everyone
who trembled at the
words of the God of
Israel gathered around
me because of the
unfaithfulness of the
exiles.” —Ezra 9:4
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The Log of Hyper-Calvinism

Rev. Michael J.
Schout

Introduction
One of my favorite promises in Scripture is
“God opposes the proud but gives grace to the
humble.” What a remarkable invitation! What
my heart needs, and what all our churches
need, is more of God’s grace. Daily grace.
Sanctifying grace. Renewing grace.
And that grace is ours for the taking, like a
wrapped gift under the Christmas tree with
our name on it, if we would humble ourselves.
It couldn’t get any easier, right?
But not so fast.
Why? Because it’s so hard to be humble.
I know I need grace, and God promises to give
me grace if I would humble myself, yet I claw
and fight against the very grace I want and
need because I’m so proud and self-sufficient
that I don’t think I really need it. “Wretched
man that I am!” (Rom. 7:24).

We all, to one degree or another, have a problem with pride. Jesus
called it a log issue. While we major in other people’s specks, we’re
blind to the log protruding from our own eye.
This is what happens when we are so busy pointing out everybody
else’s failures: our need for grace evaporates, God’s love no longer
amazes, and we find identity in what we’re not instead of whose we
are. “God, I thank you that I am not like other men” (Luke 18:11)
subtly becomes our rally cry and the posture of our heart.
But if we are too get the grace that we so desperately need, the grace
that fuels and sustains and empowers us to a life of Christ-exalting
worship, service, and witness, then it’s paramount that we take a good
and hard look into the mirror of our own self-righteousness.
To that end, this series has been my attempt to identify some of our
corporate logs; that is, the chief sins, weaknesses, and shortcomings of
conservative Reformed churches that we are either ignorant about or
unwilling to admit.
So far I have diagnosed the following six: legalism, familiarism,
conservatism, elitism, tribalism, and retreatism. We come, lastly, to

forbid the
preaching of the
gospel and the
offer of salvation
to the non-elect.
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Simply put,

the seventh –ism, known as hyperCalvinism.

Hyper-Calvinism: Its Diagnosis
Before I attempt to define what
hyper-Calvinism is, it may be helpful
to know what it’s not.
Hyper-Calvinism is not what we
call people who are really passionate
about being Reformed. Those are
what we called “cage phase” people
in seminary: new to the Reformed
faith from a wilderness of theological
and ecclesiastical confusion, often
fundamentalism or Arminianism.
The kind of folks whose newfound
purpose was not only to show why
they’re right, but also why everyone
else is wrong.
Yet that is not what we mean by
hyper-Calvinism.
While not all hyper-Calvinists agree
on every matter, there is a thread
that connects these adherents as a
theological movement, and it is this
common thread that I want to focus
my attention on in the remainder of
this article.
Much more could be written and
has been written about the beliefs
of hyper-Calvinism, but for the sake
of this article and for this series, my
concern is with its tragic tendency
to sever the urgency for gospel
preaching and evangelism all in the
name of Divine sovereignty.
To quote Josh Buice, “When
understood properly, hyperCalvinism is a technical term for an
extreme and unbiblical view that
rejects any need for Christians to
engage in missions and evangelism.
Simply put, Hyper-Calvinists forbid
the preaching of the gospel and the
offer of salvation to the non-elect.
Such people believe that God has
chosen people in Christ in eternity
past and will bring about His results
without the help of His people.”
To illustrate using a historical
example, an exchange took place in

the nineteenth century between a
young missionary by the name of
William Carey, and that of an older
minister and hyper-Calvinist, Mr.
Ryland. When Carey stood up to
discuss “the duty of Christians to
attempt to spread the gospel among
the heathen nations,” Mr. Ryland
responded by loudly exclaiming,
“Sit down, young man! When God
pleases to convert the heathen, he
will do it without your aid or mine.”
In the mind of the hyper-Calvinist,
Divine sovereignty swallows human
responsibility. In other words,
evangelism becomes pointless
because God will save his elect no
matter what.
But there is more, and it’s deeper
than perhaps we realize. This isn’t
just an issue that affects the church’s
commission, but it gets to the heart
of who God is. In this view, we may
not, in fact we cannot, preach the
gospel as an invitation to the sinner
to come to Christ.
In other words, we cannot tell a
person, “God loves you, and he
demonstrated his love for you by
sending his Son Jesus Christ to die on
the cross for your sins. If you trust in
him today, your sins will be forgiven
and you will be justified.” Why?
Because God loves only the elect,
and here’s the logic: if the person to
whom you are speaking is not elect,
then God doesn’t really love him. To
suggest that God does love him is
possibly to make God a liar.
But as Michael Horton shows in
“Reformed Theology vs. HyperCalvinism,” “Here once again we
are faced with mystery—and the
two guardrails that keep us from
careening off the cliff of speculation.
God loves the world and calls
everyone in the world to Christ
outwardly through the Gospel, and
yet God loves the elect with a saving
purpose and calls them by His Spirit
inwardly through the same Gospel
(John 6:63–64; 10:3–5, 11, 14–18,

25–30; Acts 13:48; Rom. 8:28–30; 2
Tim. 1:9).”
In other words, historic and
confessional Reformed theology
protects us from the error of
hyper-Calvinism by affirming both
God’s sovereignty and particular
redemption on the one hand and the
free offer of the gospel to everyone
on the other.

Hyper-Calvinism: Its Symptoms
What are some of the symptoms
of hyper-Calvinism? How, where,
and when does it show up in our
churches?
The first and most prominent is
when our churches fail to preach the
gospel as an urgent call to everybody
who believes. This happens when
we assume the gospel, or when
we assume that nobody in our
churches needs the gospel since
they’re already elect (which points
to another problem: thinking that
only unbelievers need the gospel, but
that’s for another article).
A related symptom is when our
gospel preaching is constantly
footnoted with an explanation of
election. This happens, for example,
when the preacher calls for belief in
Christ yet then feels compelled to
begin a five-minute diatribe on how
nobody can come to God unless the
Spirit draws them.
To be sure, that is true. Wonderfully
and beautifully and graciously
true! “You did not choose me, but I
chose you” said Jesus (John 15:16).
Yet Christ also said, “Come to me,
all who labor and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest” (Matt.
11:28). Period. No qualifications, no
doctrine of election footnote. A true,
sincere, earnest invitation to come
find rest in him.
Can we say that to people? Jesus did!
When is the last time our sermons
included a personal, passionate
plea to come to Christ, without any
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excursus on election? Just straight up, come to Jesus now while it’s the day of
salvation?
As Paul wrote in 2 Corinthians 5:20–21, “Therefore, we are ambassadors
for Christ, God making his appeal through us. We implore you on behalf of
Christ, be reconciled to God. For our sake he made him to be sin who knew
no sin, so that in him we might bemuse the righteousness of God.”
Another symptom of hyper-Calvinism is the absence of evangelism and
outreach. Could it be that one of the reasons we as Reformed churches
struggle to evangelize our neighbors and communities is because deep down
inside we’ve bought the narrative that says God will save his people without
us, so why even try? In fact, why get in the way?
Yet, as Geoff Thomas writes, “When Calvinism ceases to be evangelistic it is a
cerebral, chilling, and unattractive religious system.”
Historically, the Reformed faith has produced some of the most ardent
and zealous missionaries the world has ever known. As J. I. Packer taught
in Evangelism and the Sovereignty of God, it is precisely because God is
sovereign that we have the confidence to be the ambassadors we’re called to
be. Conversions don’t depend on us, our charisma, or how well we package
the presentation. We preach Christ; God opens blind eyes. But we do preach
Christ.

Hyper-Calvinism: Its Treatment
It shouldn’t be any surprise to you that I’m going to conclude this series as
I have all the others, by argument that the best treatment for the disease of
hyper-Calvinism is the gospel itself. Nothing more and nothing less than the
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pure, sweet, biblical announcement
of the perfect life, substitutionary
death, and victorious resurrection of
Jesus Christ for sinners.
God is sovereign. He chooses his
people. We believe in unconditional
election, irresistible grace, and
particular redemption. But we also
must affirm that we are called to
preach this gospel to anyone and
everyone, indiscriminately.
We don’t know who the elect are,
so we are commanded to tell them
all. And we can really say, sincerely
and truly, “Christ died for your sins;
believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and
you will be saved!”
The well-being of our churches
depends on it. Our testimony
depends on it. What this world needs
is not a system of doctrine that cuts
the heart out of the gospel we preach,
but a message that offers the whole
Christ to the whole person.
Praise God that he is “not slow to
fulfill his promise as some count
slowness, but is patient toward you,
not wishing that any should perish,
but that all should reach repentance”
(2 Pet. 3:9).
May our conservative Reformed
churches show the world that to
be Reformed is to preach the good
news of Christ for sinners. “For I
am not ashamed of the gospel, for
it is the power of God for salvation
to everyone who believes, to the Jew
first and also to the Greek. For in it
the righteousness of God is revealed
from faith for faith, as it is written,
‘The righteous shall live by faith’”
(Rom. 1:16–17).

Rev. Michael J. Schout
is the pastor of Grace URC in Alto,
MI. He welcomes your feedback at
mikeschout@gmail.com.
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Grace Before Time: The Covenant 		
of Redemption

We begin our survey of covenant
theology with a consideration
of that covenant from which all
other biblical covenants flow:
the covenant of redemption.
The covenant of redemption is
essentially God’s blueprint for
our salvation. Just as a house
begins with a plan of meticulous
engineering and technical design,
so also did our redemption originate
on the drafting table of God. Before
the creation of the world, a plan was
already in place to send the Son as
the second Adam to remedy the
disastrous results of the first Adam’s
failure to fulfill the covenant of works
in the garden of Eden and bring
humankind to glory. The covenant
of redemption was not a plan B to
fix the mess Adam made, but the
original blueprint for the work of
Christ and the plan of redemption.
The covenant of redemption is the
first of three overarching covenants
in redemptive history, namely,
the covenant of redemption, the
covenant of works, and the covenant
of grace. There are, of course, more
covenants in Scripture, such as the
Abrahamic covenant, the Mosaic
covenant, and so on. As we will learn
in the subsequent articles in this
series, however, these are subsets
of the three overarching covenants.
The first overarching covenant
is the covenant of redemption.
Sometimes referred to by its Latin
title, pactum salutis, the covenant
of redemption is the origin and
firm foundation of the covenant of
grace. Without it, there would be no
election, no incarnation of the Son,
no cross, no resurrection, and no
promise of heaven. In short, there
would be no salvation of sinners.

The covenant of redemption is
unique for at least two other reasons.
First, it was made between the
persons of the Trinity, and not, as
in most biblical covenants, between
God and humans. The covenant of
redemption is a pact between the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit
with the purpose of redeeming
God’s elect. The Father gave to the
Son those whom he chose to save
and required him to accomplish
their salvation though his obedient
life and atoning death as the second
Adam. He also promised the Son a
reward on the completion of his
work. The Son accepted the Father’s
gift, agreed to the conditions of
this covenant, and submitted
himself to the Father’s will. The
Holy Spirit promised to apply the
benefits earned by the Son to the
elect and unite them with the Son
forever. Thus, we say the covenant
of redemption is an intratrinitarian
covenant between the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit.
Second,
the
covenant
of
redemption is unique because it
was established before time. All
other biblical covenants were made
in time and history. The covenant
of redemption, however, was made
in eternity, before the foundation of
the world and all things temporal.
Thus, we say that it is a pretemporal
covenant.
Therefore, behind all of God’s
covenanting with Adam, Noah,
Abraham, Israel, David, and his
elect stands the covenant of
redemption. Planned from eternity
by the members of the Godhead,
the covenant of redemption is the
basis and driving purpose of all
redemptive history. We can define

Rev. Michael G.
Brown

the covenant of redemption as the
covenant established in eternity
between the Father, who gives the
Son to be the Redeemer of the elect
and requires of him the conditions
for their redemption; and the Son,
who voluntarily agrees to fulfill
these conditions; and the Spirit, who
voluntarily applies the work of the
Son to the elect.1

What Does the Bible Teach?
We should not be alarmed that the
Bible never mentions the phrase
“covenant of redemption.” The Bible
teaches many key doctrines without
ever using the same terminology
that theologians have coined for
those doctrines. For example,
Scripture teaches the doctrine of
the roman Trinity, yet never uses
the word Trinity. Nevertheless, we
can still use the word Trinity to
refer more easily to the teaching of
Scripture that God is one in essence
yet three in person. The doctrine of
the covenant of redemption is no
different. Although the exact phrase
does not appear in the Bible, the
doctrine itself does. This becomes
evident as the drama of redemptive
history unfolds. God’s promise
to send a Savior, first verbalized
in Genesis 3:15, is progressively
revealed in the Old Testament until
it comes to fulfillment in the person
and work of Christ. In the bright
light of the New Testament, we see
clearly that the relationship between
the Father and the Son is covenantal
in nature, involving a promised
reward to the Son for his obedience
to prescribed conditions.
We now turn to a few of the many
passages in Scripture that teach this
doctrine.
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Psalm 40:6–8. This psalm reveals
a covenantal relationship of
obedience and reward between the
Father and the Son, especially as it is
interpreted by the book of Hebrews.
David begins by describing how
God rescued him from a slimy pit
(40:1–2). He gives praise to God for
his salvation and declares that the
one who trusts in the Lord is blessed
(40:3–5). Then, in verses 6–8, he
makes an intriguing statement
about the proper relationship
between the Lord and the person
who trusts in the Lord. “In sacrifice
and offering you have not delighted
. . . Burnt offering and sin offering
you have not required. Then I said,
‘Behold, I have come; in the scroll
of the book it is written of me: I
delight to do your will, O my God;
your law is within my heart.’” It is not
the sacrifices of animals in which
God delights, but obedience to his
commands.
Although David wrote this psalm,
the writer to the Hebrews explicitly
identifies the speaker in verses 6–8
as Christ. In Hebrews 10:5–10, after
explaining how the sacrifices of the
Mosaic covenant were inadequate
to provide salvation, the writer says
that Christ came into the world to
do the Father’s will. Psalm 40:6–8
is essentially Christ’s loyal words to
the Father as he submitted himself
to the conditions of the covenant
of redemption. The writer then
makes the point that “by that will we
have been sanctified through the
offering of the body of Jesus Christ
once for all” (Heb. 10:10). Because
Christ fulfilled the will of the Father
through his active obedience, he has
saved us and reconciled us to the
Father. He satisfied the conditions
of the covenant of redemption and,
consequently, earned the promised
reward.
Psalm 110. In this psalm, which
is frequently quoted in the New
Testament, the psalmist foretells of
Christ’s exaltation and kingship. He
describes the Messiah as receiving
the reward for his active obedience;
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he sits at the right hand of the Father
(110:1) and rules in the midst of his
enemies (110:2). Yet the psalmist
also describes the Father’s oath to
the Son, “The Lord has sworn and
will not change his mind, ‘You are
a priest forever after the order of
Melchizedek’” (v. 4). As I noted in the
first article of this series, the taking
of oaths is an important aspect
of covenant making throughout
Scripture. The Abrahamic and
Mosaic covenants, for example, were
both sealed with oaths. The same is
true of the covenant of redemption
between the Father and the Son.
Psalm 110:4 highlights the oathbound character of this covenant.
The Father seals the covenant with
his oath and designates the Son as
the mediating priest for the elect.
Again the book of Hebrews teaches
this more clearly. In Hebrews 7,
the writer compares Christ with
Melchizedek in order to persuade
his Hebrew-Christian audience of
Christ’s rightful claim to the office
of high priest, even though he
descended from the tribe of Judah
and not from the priestly tribe of
Levi. Knowing that his readers
were tempted to abandon the faith
and return to Judaism, he makes
the argument that if perfection
could come through the Levitical
priesthood, there would be no reason
for a greater high priest to arise after
the order of Melchizedek, as foretold
in Psalm 110. Applying Psalm 110:4
to Christ, he says, “For it is witnessed
of him, ‘You are a priest forever after
the order of Melchizedek’” (Heb.
7:17). He then highlights the fact
that this appointment to the office
of priest was with an oath: “And it
was not without an oath. For those
who formerly became priests were
made such without an oath, but this
one was made a priest with an oath
by the one who said to him: ‘The
Lord has sworn and will not change
his mind, “You are a priest forever”’”
(Heb. 7:20–21).

But when did this event occur?
Scripture reveals no particular
point in Christ’s earthly ministry in
which the Father made this oath to
the Son. Nor is there anywhere in
the Old Testament where such an
oath was made. We might note that
in Hebrews 7:28 the writer makes
reference to the fact that Psalm 110:4
was written long after the Mosaic
law was given at Sinai and that this
“word of the oath, which came later
than the law, appoints a Son who
has been made perfect forever.” Yet
the word of the oath was revealed in
the days of David the psalm writer,
not the oath itself. The Father made
this oath to the Son when he gave
him his priestly assignment in the
covenant of redemption.
Isaiah 53. This well-known prophecy
about the suffering Servant also
teaches us about the covenant of
redemption by telling us that the
relationship between the Father and
the Son concerning the redemption
of sinners is covenantal in nature;
it has a relationship of obedience
and reward. This is revealed even
in his title, “my servant” (Isa. 52:13;
53:11), which is classic covenant
terminology. (For example, in Isaiah
42:1–9, the Servant is explicitly
called “a covenant for the people.”
See also Isaiah 49:1–8.) Isaiah 53
not only foretells of the humiliation
and anguish Christ experienced
in his life and death but also of
how his obedience to the will of
the Father is the cause and basis of
our redemption. After describing
how Christ would be “crushed for
our iniquities” (Isa. 53:5) under the
weight of God’s wrath as our sin was
imputed to him (Isa. 53:6), Isaiah
says in verse 10, “Yet it was the will
of the Lord to crush him,” and “the
will of the Lord shall prosper in his
hand.” In other words, the suffering
of Christ was according to the
Father’s will and, through Christ’s
obedience to the Father’s will, his
will was accomplished. This was
not a haphazard or random idea;
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rather, this was a predetermined plan between
the Father and the Son which resulted in the
salvation of the elect. As Isaiah says in verse
11, it was through Christ’s obedience that he
made “many to be accounted righteous.” His
active obedience to the Father achieved the
justification of his people.
The New Testament makes clear that this was
a mutual agreement between the Father and
the Son. Paul tells us in Philippians 2 that Christ
“though he was in the form of God, did not
count equality with God a thing to be grasped,
but made himself nothing, taking the form of
a servant, being born in the likeness of men.
And being found in human form, he humbled
himself by becoming obedient to the point of
death, even death on a cross” (2:6–8). The Son
was not forced into this plan of redemption.
He did not go unwillingly to the cross. Rather,
the Father gave him work to do, and he, in
turn, submitted himself to the Father’s will and
obeyed it perfectly.
That this was a reward for Christ’s obedience is
explicit in Isaiah 53:12: “Therefore I will divide
him a portion with the many, and he shall
divide the spoil with the strong.” Because Christ
accomplished the work the Father gave him to
do, he earned the reward of a conqueror and the

right to the spoils of war. The use of the word
therefore indicates that Christ’s obedience
(previously described in Isa. 53:1–11) has the
consequence of a reward. Paul reflects this
also in Philippians 2, where he goes on to say,
“Therefore God has highly exalted him and
bestowed on him the name that is above every
name, so that at the name of Jesus every knee
should bow, in heaven and on earth and under
the earth, and every tongue should confess
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that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory
of God the Father” (2:9–11). Christ’s
reward for his obedience was the
justification of his people and the
exaltation of his name, all of which
is to the glory of the Father.
Thus, Isaiah 53, in the light of the
New Testament, teaches us that
our redemption is the result of
Christ fulfilling the conditions and
receiving the reward prescribed in
a pact between him and the Father.
Romans 5:12–19. In this passage, Paul
teaches us explicit analogy between
Adam and Christ, showing that both
of these individuals were federal
representatives of other people.
Whereas Adam’s disobedience in
the covenant of works resulted in
the condemnation of those whom
he represented (that is, the whole
human race), Christ’s obedience in
the covenant of redemption resulted
in the justification of those whom he
represented (that is, the elect). Again,
we are confronted with scriptural
teaching of the obedience-reward
relationship between the Father
and Son. The Son obeyed the Father
so that “the many will be made
righteous” (Rom. 5:19; cf. 1 Cor.
15:21–22).

Why Is This Doctrine
Important for the Christian
Life?
At first glance, we might be tempted
to think of this doctrine as rather
abstract and impractical, as if it has
value only in the seminary classroom
or the speculative conversations of
professional theologians. Nothing,
however, could be farther from the
truth.
First, the covenant of redemption
teaches us about the love of God.
The doctrine of the covenant of
redemption reveals to us that there
exists between the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit perfect love and harmony.
Their promises and commitments
to each other demonstrate their love
for each other. The Father’s love for
the Son is expressed in his reward of
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a people whom the Son will rule as
King. The Son’s love for the Father
is expressed in his submission to
the Father’s will, even at the highest
personal cost. The Spirit’s love for
the Father and the Son is expressed
in his work to bring this plan to
completion. And the Father and
Son’s love for the Spirit is expressed
in pouring him out on the church
as their special gift from heaven.
No member of the Trinity acts apart
from the other two members.
Yet the doctrine of the covenant
of redemption also teaches us
that God is eternally moved to
communicate to others this love
that he experiences within himself.
As Geerhardus Vos (1862–1949) put
it, “Just as the blessedness of God
exists in the free relationship of
the three persons of the adorable
Being, so man shall also find his
blessedness in the covenantal
relationship with his God.”2 God has
decided to share his love with his
elect. In his sovereign will, he chose
to make us the objects of the eternal,
mutual love between the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. We did nothing
to move him to this love, for he loved
us while we were still sinners and his
enemies (Rom. 5:8–10). Rather, he
acted first by setting his love on us
before the foundation of the world
in this great covenant involving
each person of the Godhead. In the
covenant of redemption, we see
that our salvation is trinitarian from
beginning to end, carefully planned
in eternity past and executed in
human history. What amazing love
is demonstrated by the fact that
Christ came on a specific mission to
fulfill his covenant obligations and
obtain redemption for us!
Second, the covenant of redemption
provides us with comfort and
assurance. Knowing that our
salvation was planned out by the
triune God before the foundation
of the world gives us unspeakable
comfort. If you are a Christian, it
is because the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit covenanted together

in eternity to save you. You are
not a Christian because you are
better, smarter, or possess a softer
heart than other people. You are a
Christian because the Father chose
you in the Son, the Son fulfilled
the conditions for your salvation,
and the Spirit applied to you the
redemptive benefits of the Son’s
work. When you are tempted to
doubt your salvation, remember
that Christ said, “It is finished,” and
that the Father is satisfied with the
work of his Son. Your salvation
remains secure, not because of
anything you do, but because Christ
finished the work the Father gave
him to accomplish and satisfied
God’s justice. Consequently, the
Father has highly exalted him. The
obedience-reward pattern in the
covenant of redemption causes us to
look to Christ rather than ourselves
for assurance of our salvation. It
highlights the obedience of our
legal representative and the merit
he earned for us in our place. What
comfort this brings us as those who
are often find ourselves troubled
in conscience by the weakness of
our faith and our failures in the
Christian life!

			
1. Michael G. Brown and Zach Keele,
Sacred Bond: Covenant Theology Explored
(Grandville, MI: Reformed Fellowship,
2012), 25. The material in this article is
found in expanded form in that resource.
2. Geerhardus Vos, Redemptive History
and Biblical Interpretation: The Shorter
Writings of Geerhardus Vos (Phillipsburg,
NJ: P&R, 1980), 245.
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The Seven Foundational Principles
Underlying IRBC’s Philosophy of Counseling

The Seven Foundational Principles Listed
We are now ready to begin our accelerated studies in the basics
of biblical counseling. The counseling instruction you receive
will be divided into two parts: philosophy and methodology.
There are seven core principles underlying IRBC’s philosophy
of biblical counseling—principles that will help you build
for yourself a philosophy of counseling that is biblical and

Dr. Jeff L.		
Doll

distinctively Reformed. Our core principles
lay the groundwork for the 7 Dominant
Domains for the Origin of Human Problems.
Some of these domains will be introduced
within the context of our discussion of
IRBC’s philosophy; the others will be touched
upon later when we dig into counseling
methodology.

IRBC’s seven foundational principles are
1 God created man for his glory.
2 God created man in his image; therefore, man is a complex being.
3 God sovereignly superintends over the Spectrum of Environments using them, at times, to 			
specifically create problems in the lives of men.
4 God created man to work.
5 God’s truth revealed through the medium of special revelation is sufficient to address and fulfill all
of man’s spiritual needs.
6 God’s truth revealed through the medium of general revelation is sufficient to minimize the effects of 		
the Fall by providing insights and applications connected with the general operations of the natural 		
capacities associated with the Primary Dominant Domains.
7 The Bible is a sufficient lens to discern truth from error when evaluating academic material 		
associated with the study of general revelation.
Let’s spend some time unpacking each of these
foundational principles.

Foundational Principle 1: God created man for
his glory
This principle is rooted in passages such as 1 Corinthians
6:20 and 1 Corinthians 10:31, which say, “For ye are bought
with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in your
spirit, which are God’s. . . . Whether therefore ye eat, or drink,
or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God” (King James
Version).
Most Reformed believers who are confessional and familiar
with the Westminster standards immediately think of
the first question and answer of the Westminster Shorter
Catechism (WSC) when they encounter this first principle.
WSC question 1 says, “What is the chief end of man?” The
answer given is, “Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to
enjoy him forever.”

An important point needs to come to
expression as we discuss this foundational
Reformed principle: The primary objective
of counseling is not merely the fixing
of problems. It is to help counselees gain
a proper perspective on the problem that
has brought them to you for counseling.
And what is the proper perspective? God
has ordained the problem as a means
whereby they can and should glorify him.
There are times when God will bring about
either complete or some degree of temporal
relief or resolution to the problems with
which his children are wrestling. At other
times there will be little or no relief or
resolution. God always knows what is
best and will work all things together for
good (Rom. 8:28) as counselees respond
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to their problems by faith and
in accordance with God’s
Word. The primary objective
for everything that happens
in the life of a Christian,
both good and bad, is the
glorification of God. Any
counseling philosophy that
does not acknowledge this
foundational objective will be
short-sighted. More will be said
about this later when IRBC’s
counseling methodology is
discussed and the first of our
seven steps, which is Provide
Perspective, is unveiled.

Foundational Principle
2: God created man in his
image; therefore, man is
a complex being
One of the features that sets
IRBC’s counseling model
apart from others within the
biblical counseling movement
is an evaluation instrument
we have begun and continue
to develop. It is called The 7
Dominant Domains of Origin
for Human Problems.™1 The
diagram both depicts and
summarizes the domains.
The seven domains
represented in the instrument
are divided into The Primary
Dominant Domains™
(PDD) and The Secondary
Dominant Domains™ (SDD).

The PDDs are what is reflected in the philosophical principle under
our consideration. They represent several of the prime capacities with
which God has endowed man—capacities which need to be taken into
consideration when counseling if one is to get a comprehensive picture of
the problem. These prime capacities are expressed as distinct domains in
IRBC’s model. They are the spiritual, mental, emotional, social, and bodily
domains respectively. More will be said about each of them later.
At times, the problems with which people wrestle are directly related to the
misuse (sin) or inefficiencies of one or more of the various capacities with
which they have been endowed. At other times, they arise in numerous
ways within the various environments in which they live and interact, a
matter we will touch upon while thinking about the third foundational
principle.
Before moving forward to consider the third principle, it is important
that our readers understand that a large number of common counselingrelated problems are rooted in unaltered personal sinful behaviors (in the
Spiritual Domain). For this reason a Table for Common Sins Underlying
Personal and Interpersonal Problems© was developed to assist counselors
in recognizing particular types of sins in the lives of their counselees.
Although more attention will be given to this table and the manner it may
be used in an organized counseling practice later, you are encouraged to
spend a few moments reviewing it now.

GOD’S GLORY
THE COUNSELEE

SECONDARY DOMINANT DOMAINS

ENVIRONMENTAL

PRODUCTION

PRIMARY DOMINANT DOMAINS

SPIRITUAL

MENTAL

EMOTIONAL

SOCIAL

BODILY

THE SPECTACLES OF SCRIPTURE

IRBC’s model of counseling is a balanced approach that takes into account seven
areas where problems most often arise in people’s lives. We call these the
7 Dominant Domains of Origin for Human Problems.
These seven dominant domains are divided into the primary and
secondary dominant domains:
The Primary Dominant Domains
(PDD’s) are those associated with the
permanent inseparable components of
a human being. They are the Spiritual.
Mental, Emotional, Social, and Bodily
Domains. Although the PDD’s are closely
interconnected and interdependent,
it is helpful for them to be pictured in
the counselor’s mind as 5 separate
capacities.
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The Secondary Dominant Domains
(SDD’s) are the Environmental and
the Production Domains. Although not
directly connected to the human entity,
the SDD’s are important because they
strike at the core for which mankind
was created (the glorification of God)
within the varying environments wherein
a person develops and performs tasks
(work) for God’s glory.

A Classification Table for Sins Underlying Personal and Interpersonal Problems™
Category of Sin

Symbol

Variety of Sin (Description of Problem)

Ignorance

(IG)

Sins committed due to one’s lack of biblical knowledge or understanding
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:___________________

Neglect

(N)

Purposefully neglecting, leaving out, or passing over one of Christ’s comsociet [Neglect
Commandment/Responsibilities (NCR)]. Also includes lack of time spent in personal devotional
life [Neglect Devotional Life (NDL)]. A special designation of [Neglect Sluggard (NSL)] should be
applied to the counselee who demonstrates a pattern of habitual laziness in all areas.
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:_____________________

Improper Response (IR)

Sin associated with unbiblical responses to life’s circumstances, the sins of others, or the
manifestations or results of sin the world. Common responses include behavior characterized
by intense antagonism or hostility [Bitterness (B)], despair or [Hopelessness (H)], the suppression
of passion, emotion, or excitement [Apathy (A)], and an abnormal and overwhelming sense of
apprehension and fear towards another person [Anxiety (ANP)], place(s) [Anxiety (ANPL)], or
things [Anxiety (ANT)]. Can also include an unbiblical response to one’s own disabilities, sin, or
shortcomings via [Self Maligning Speech (SMS)] or, more severely; [Self Destructive Behavior
(SDB)]. This designation also includes unbiblical patterns of communication in which one cuts
down or inappropriately addresses others [Inappropriate Verbal Communication (IVC).]

Idolatry-Self

Sin related to one’s primary focus being on oneself [Self-Focus (SF)], being overly-confident
in one’s intellect or abilities [(Overly Self-Confident (OSC)], expecting others to serve oneself
[Expecting Others’ Service (EOS)], viewing oneself as better or above others [Self-Importance
(SI)], being overly critical of the sins, errors, and ignorance of others [Self-Righteous (SR)], or
expressing excessive pity over one’s mistakes, problems, or sorrows [Self-Pity (SP)]. Also
includes being unbalanced in the fulfilling of legitimate bodily needs / desires or seeking to
have such fulfilled outside of God’s ordained mediums and boundaries [Eating- Related (ER)],
[Sex-Related (SR)], and [Substance Related (SUR)] which includes the use of alcohol and other
chemicals such as caffeine, nicotine, marijuana, cocaine, methamphetamine, etc.
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:____________________.

Idolatry-Things

(IDT)

Sin related to being overly involved with or concerned about [Material Things (MT)], [Money (M)],
or [Work (W)]. Also includes being more desirous or expressing more confidence in something
other than God – signify under [Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)].
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:____________________.

Idolatry-Others

(IDO)

Sin related to being overly concerned about [Pleasing Others (PO)]. Also includes being [Overly
Dependent on Others (ODO)].
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:____________________.

Defiance

(D)

Sin which is rooted in an intentionally contemptuous behavior or attitude; an overall readiness to
contend or resist God [Defiance Against God (DAG)], some aspect of God’s will [Defiance Against
God’s Will (DAGW)], a person(s) in authority [Defiance Against Authority (DAA)], or rules [Defiance
Against Rules (DAR)].
[Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)]:__________________________.

1. This diagram along with the domains which comprise the 7
Dominant Domains of Origin for Human Problems have received a
trademark to ensure that they are developed under the oversight of
The Institute for Reformed Biblical Counseling. All of The Outlook
articles pertaining to IRBC which have been authored by Dr. Doll
are under the copyright of IRBC. Permission to reproduce any of the
articles must be obtained by IRBC.

Dr. Jeff L. Doll is director at The Institute for Reformed
Biblical Counseling, director at The Shepherd’s Way Biblical
Counseling Center in Holland, MI, and pastor of biblical
counseling at Cornerstone URC in Hudsonville, MI.
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Archaeology: Friend or Foe of Biblical History?
Israel’s Settlement in the Land under Joshua

In Numbers 22, the Israelites had finally arrived at the plains of
Moab, beyond the Jordan at Jericho. Their journey through the
wilderness had drawn to a close because the purpose of this fortyyear time period—the deaths of those who rebelled in Numbers
14—had finally been achieved. (For the account, see Numbers
14:20–23, 28–35.) Following the well-known story of Balak’s
attempt to curse Israel through Balaam, a new generation of
Israelites (see Num. 26:1–65) was camped just over the Jordan
River, now under the command of the newly appointed Joshua
(Num. 27:12–23). Following Moses’s final instructions to the
Israelites, Israel entered the land of promise and began to settle it
as God said they would.
While this period of history is exciting and well-known due to
the dramatic events of Joshua and Judges, it is also one in which
archaeologists and historians have more extant material remains
to study which help to illustrate, provide context for, complement,
or confirm the biblical text. In this article, we move forward in
history and consider some of the archaeological finds relevant to
this period.

Early Extrabiblical References to Israel
In a previous article, we mentioned the relationship between
the biblical term “Hebrew” (in Hebrew spelled ‘ibri) and a term
found in the Mari Letters, ‘ibrum. But from a few centuries later,
we encounter another term in extrabiblical texts uncovered by
archaeologists that is also relevant to the people of Israel. The
Amarna Letters, a cache of nearly four hundred clay tablets written
in cuneiform to the Egyptian pharaoh in the fourteenth century
B.C., contain repeated references to a group called the habiru
(sometimes spelled hapiru or ‘apiru). Initially these references
excited scholars; it was believed that the habiru, described as a
group of rabble-rousers who posed a threat to the Canaanite cities,
might be a reference to Hebrews preparing to conquer the land
of Canaan (or perhaps already in the process of doing so). This
equation was short lived as “it soon became apparent that ‘apiru
were widely attested in ancient Near Eastern texts besides the
Amarna Letters. Indeed, the ‘apiru . . . seem to have been more
or less ubiquitous in the Fertile Crescent throughout much of the
second millennium.” Thus, while there is some conceptual overlap
with the habiru and the Israelites as fellow invaders in the eyes of
the Canaanites, the Amarna Letters do not provide an unequivocal
identification of the Israelites by name in extrabiblical texts. But
there is, however, a reference to the Israelites in one Egyptian text
that is of special importance.
The Merneptah Stela.
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In 1896, Sir Flinders Petrie discovered a stela
in the Valley of the Kings in Thebes that was
commissioned by Pharaoh Merneptah, who
reigned in the late thirteenth century B.C. Most of
the stela celebrated Merneptah’s victory over the
Libyans, but it also included his boasts of having
conquered a range of other cities and peoples.
The most noteworthy section of the text reads as
follows:
The princes are prostrate, saying: “Mercy!”
Not one raises his head among the Nine Bows.
Desolation is for Tehenu; Hatti is pacified;
Plundered is the Canaan with every evil;
Carried off is Ashkelon; Seized upon in Gezer;
Yanoam is made as that which does not exist;
Israel is laid waste, his seed is not.

Here Merneptah describes his victory
over a number of cities and regions
(e.g., Hatti, Canaan, Ashkelon, Gezer)
but then uses a special “determinative
marker” in Egyptian to indicate a
people group named Israel. Thus,
while Merneptah has exaggerated
his accomplishments, claiming to
have utterly wiped out this people,
Israel, this reference has convinced
even critical scholars that “the
conclusion that this inscription ‘has
been considered correctly as concrete
proof of an Israel in Palestine around
1200 [B.C.]’ . . . remains the most
reasonable one.”
That Israel was a substantial enough
force to be identified as a people and
then boasted about on an Egyptian
stele is in perfect harmony with
the biblical record. For some time,
critics had claimed that the Israelites
were simply a disenfranchised group
of Canaanites who came together
after the collapse of the Late Bronze
Age and invented a fictitious history
of having escaped from Egypt and
settled in Canaan. But the Merneptah
Stele has made this critical story much
harder to believe. And though critics
still deny the historicity of the exodus
and before, they are now forced to
reckon with an Israel that was united
as a people and established as a
fighting force much earlier than their
critical theories would prefer.
The Plains of Moab.

The Date of the Exodus:
An In-House Debate
Though conservative, evangelical
scholars are in full agreement
concerning the historicity of the
exodus and settlement of Canaan,
they are not in agreement about
when it happened. And knowing
when it happened would seem to be
an important part of evaluating the
relevance of archaeological data dated
to specific periods via chronological
studies or radiocarbon (Carbon-14)
dating. In order to settle this debate,
what is needed is a benchmark. Where
can such a benchmark be found?
Some point to 1 Kings 6:1: “In the
four hundred and eightieth year after
the people of Israel came out of the
land of Egypt, in the fourth year of
Solomon’s reign over Israel, in the
month of Ziv, which is the second
month, he began to build the house
of the Lord.” Thus if the fourth year of
Solomon’s reign was 966 B.C (a wellattested and accepted date by both
parties in the debate), 480 years prior
to this would be 1446 b.c., a date in
the fifteenth century. Archaeologists
call this “the early date.”
Others point to Exodus 1:11, which
says that the Israelites “built for
Pharaoh store cities, Pithom and
Raamses.” (Note: Spelling of the
One of the four external seated statues
of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel.

later term varies in Bible translations
and other writings.) As Rameses II
reigned in Egypt from ca. 1279–1213
b.c., this would suggest that Rameses
II was the pharaoh of the exodus,
yielding a date for the event in the
thirteenth century b.c. Archaeologists
call this “the late date.”
Space does not allow us to untangle
all the knots of this debate. There
are criticisms to be leveled at the
each position’s appeal to Scripture,
and rejoinders to those criticisms to
be offered. Thus I will make a few
observations, then point readers
elsewhere should they wish to delve
deeper.
First, though both positions use
a scriptural benchmark, neither
position avoids the challenges of
harmonizing the chronology of Judges
with their dating scheme. Though
determining the length of the time of
the judges would seem to be as easy
as adding up the numbers given in
the biblical book, this has not yielded
acceptable results. Many scholars
have tried, and their results have run
the gamut from 515 to 633 years.
This is not because they are bad at
mathematics but because the numbers
given in Judges are not presented in as
simple of a fashion as one might like.
Difficult interpretive decisions are
made by every interpreter. Even if 515
years (the lowest estimate) was the
correct way to add the numbers, this
would still yield a date for the exodus
A reconstructed Israelite house,
Monarchy period, 10th-7th century B.C.E.
Eretz Israel Museum, Tel Aviv, Israel.

in the seventeenth century B.C., far
too early for anyone’s standards.
Both positions thereby recognize that
establishing the biblical chronology is
not as basic as citing a single verse and
counting backwards; all interpreters
are required to posit a number
of overlaps between the reigns of
individual judges. But deciding which
judgeships to overlap depends largely
upon which passage of Scripture
an interpreter determines to use as
a benchmark and thus whether to
treat the other passage as containing
a round or symbolic number (as one
does of 1 Kings 6:1 by selecting Exodus
1:11 as the benchmark) or whether
to treat the name of the store city
Rameses as an anachronism (as one
must do of Exodus 1:11 by selecting 1
Kings 6:1 as the benchmark).
Second, archaeological data can be cited
to support both positions in several
cases. Major destructions are evidenced
at key cites as having occurred in
both the fifteenth and the thirteenth
centuries (e.g., Hazor). It should be
noted that most of the thirteenthcentury destructions were followed
by new city plans, easily attributed
to new settlers (e.g., Israelites).
However, Deuteronomy 6:10–11
indicates that the Israelites did not
build new city plans from scratch
after conquering them. This would
seem to support identifying fifteenthcentury destructions with the Israelite
settlement. We will say more about
Deuteronomy 6:10–11 below.
Third, archaeological data are
inconclusive since site identification
is not always certain. A noteworthy
case is the location of Ai. Though this
has traditionally assigned to the site of
et-Tell, others have proposed nearby
Khirbet el-Maqatir as an alternative
location. Et-Tell lacks destruction
from either the fifteenth or thirteenth
centuries b.c. (Note that this does not
challenge the biblical account because
the Hebrew name “Ai” literally means
“the ruin” and might indicate a welldefended encampment among the
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ruins of the Middle Bronze Age city.)
Khirbet el-Maqatir contains ruins
from the fifteenth century B.C. (early
date support), although its location
requires also reassigning the location
of Bethel from Beitin to el-Bireh,
a hotly contested decision all its
own/ This is not to suggest that site
identification is a haphazard process
that should be questioned, only that
it is a complicated endeavor requiring
one to juggle a number of factors. In
sum, one cannot too quickly cite Ai as
evidence for or against either dating
scheme.
The truth is out there. The Israelites
either entered the land in the fifteenth
century or the thirteenth century.
Both dates cannot be correct. We are
currently at a scholarly stalemate.
Biblical chronology continues to
be refined and archaeological finds
continue to be uncovered. Perhaps
new data will help to arbitrate the
debate, but until then, we must
content ourselves with a degree of
uncertainty. Interested readers should
consult the following:
• Defending the fifteenth-century
date: Eugene H. Merrill, Kingdom of
Priests: A History of Old Testament
Israel, 2d ed. (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker, 2008). See especially pages
83–92, 136–37.
• Defending the thirteenth-century
date: Ralph K. Hawkins, How Israel
Became a People (Nashville, TN:
Abingdon, 2013). See especially
pages 49–90.

How Should We Expect
Archaeology to Illustrate the
Israelite Settlement?
In our first article in this series, we
alluded to the way archaeology has
served as the occasion to restudy the
details of Scripture. Older scholarship,
both conservative and liberal, viewed
the events of Joshua as a blitzkrieg,
scorched-earth campaign throughout
the land of Canaan. Coupled with
this was an attempt to associate
destruction layers at nearly every site

throughout the land with the Israelite
conquest. Thus William Albright
tried to attribute the thirteenthcentury destructions of cities like
Bethel, Debir, Eglon, and Lachish
to the Israelites. While early date
scholars disagreed with the relevance
of this data, others noted that there
are several cities mentioned in Joshua
whose archaeological remains do not
show evidence of a fiery conflagration.
Scholars accounted for this in a number
of ways. Some continued to attribute
burn layers to the Israelites even when
other data mitigated against doing so.
Others turned to different settlement
models altogether, most of which
involved denial of the historicity of
the biblical record. Examples of such
models include viewing Israel’s entry
into the land as a “peaceful infiltration”
wherein groups of Semitic peoples
entered into the land over a long
period, happily joined the Canaanites,
and only later wrote dramatic stories
about having a shared ancestry and
conquering the land. Others saw
the emergence of Israel as due to a
“peasant revolt,” whereby an oppressed
class of Canaanite citizens cast off
their yokes, staged a few damaging
riots, and settled into some new cities.
(The Marxist underpinnings of this
theory have been widely recognized.)
Others, however, took a better tack:
they returned to the Scriptures to see
if they had been taking anything for
granted. As it turns out, they had.
When one reads the battle accounts
of Joshua, one finds many cities
mentioned (e.g., see Josh. 12:7–24).
But though many of the cities were
attacked and defeated, only three
are said to have been burned with
fire: Jericho (Josh. 6:24), Ai (Josh.
8:28), and Hazor (Josh. 11:11). In
fact, if this does not deter one from
scouring the archaeological record
for burn layers to attribute to the
Israelites, perhaps Joshua 11:12–13
will: “And all the cities of those kings,
and all their kings, Joshua captured,
and struck them with the edge of the

sword, devoting them to destruction,
just as Moses the servant of the Lord
had commanded. But none of the
cities that stood on mounds did Israel
burn, except Hazor alone; that Joshua
burned” (italics added).
As it turns out, the archaeological
data do align with a military invasion
as depicted in the Bible. But what the
Bible depicts is, put well by James
Hoffmeier, a “limited conquest of key
sites in strategic areas.” Indeed, this
is exactly what we would expect of a
people who intended to conquer a city
and then move in shortly thereafter.
Rather than burn and destroy a city,
only to immediately expend time
and resources reconstructing it, God
intended for Israel to take over the
cities that the Canaanites themselves
built. We read in Deuteronomy 6:10–
11 that the Lord was bringing them to
live in “the land that he swore to your
fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to
Jacob, to give you—with great and
good cities that you did not build, and
houses full of all good things that you
did not fill, and cisterns that you did
not dig, and vineyards and olive trees
that you did not plant” (italics added).
In the next article, we will look more
closely at the cities described as having
been burned by fire, for Jericho and
Ai in particular have elicited much
debate due to various archaeological
challenges. (We alluded to some
of the challenge of Ai already.) But
because people have tended to focus
their attention on Jericho, Ai, and
Hazor, other smaller sites have often
been neglected. And yet these give
us a window into everyday life in
Israel. As we close this article, we will
consider the site of ‘Izbet Sartah.

The Israelite Town Nobody Has
Ever Heard Of . . .
‘Izbet Sartah is a small, oval-shaped
site is in the foothills of Benjamin,
ca. 16km east of the modern city of
Tel Aviv, and was occupied on and off
from the late thirteenth/early twelfth
century to the beginning of the tenth

century B.C. Though some have sought
to identify it with the biblical village
of Ebenezer (1 Sam. 4:1; 5:1; 7:12),
this is only a hypothesis (albeit a very
reasonable one). What is significant,
however, is that ‘Izbet Sartah is a
de novo Israelite settlement; it was
established by Israelites and occupied
by Israelites exclusively during its
history. Thus it gives a peek into the
life of Israelites living near the border
of Philistia. In fact, the periods
when ‘Izbet Sartah was abandoned
correspond to periods when the
Philistines managed to extend their
borders into Israel; that is, it was used
only when the Philistines were driven
back sufficiently to the west.
Archaeologists
have
identified
three distinct strata: layers of debris
corresponding to the village plan at a
given period. The earliest settlement
covered about half an acre and
consisted of a central courtyard
surrounded by a ring of divided
dwellings with bedrock floors. Each
of the units opened up directly to
the courtyard and may have been
connected together to serve as a basic
fortification system called a casemate
wall. Archaeologists also discovered
several collared-rim storage jars: large
vessels used for storing grain or other
items in the corner of a house, and
decorated with a slight ridge where
the jar begins to narrow towards the
mouth. Though collared-rim jars
have been found outside of Israel’s
territory, they are a pottery type that
is generally associated with Israelite
settlements. Six stone-lined silos were
excavated in the courtyard, used for
communal grain storage.
When the Israelites next returned
to ‘Izbet Sartah, several distinctive
Israelite houses were built, referred
as four-room houses or pillaredcourtyard houses. Like the collaredrim jar, these have been found in nonIsraelite contexts, but most often they
occur in Israel. The distinctly Israelite
identity of the site is underlined by the
relative absence of pig bones found

per the unclean status of the animal
in Leviticus 11:7 and Deuteronomy
14:8. (Archaeologists believe these
bones are from the Byzantine period
when squatters lived nearby.) These
too help identify the occupants of
this site as Israelite. At this time, 43
stone-lined silos were built in the
center of the site, and the outer ring
of houses was no longer adjoined
leaving the settlement unwalled. The
most talked-about find for stratum II
is an inscription. Though it is just an
abecedary (i.e., a list of ABCs), it does
attest to writing (and thus reading)
in the village. Though Israelites did
return to the site one last time, at the
beginning of the tenth century, they
stayed for only a decade or two before
abandoning the site for good.
While ‘Izbet Sartah does not shed
light on any particular biblical
episodes, it does reflect daily life in
Israel and especially the challenges
of settling in border areas. At its peak
(stratum II) ca. 150 to 250 people may
have lived there. And while the names
of its residents seem lost to history,
the remains of their life remind us
of the many more Israelites who
enjoyed ordinary life in the Promised
Land without being recorded in the
census lists or narratives of Scripture.
The land of Israel is full of hundreds
and hundreds of small Israelite
settlements which are known simply
by Arabic site names like Tell Qiri,
Khirbet Jemein, Beit Aryeh, Tell elOreime, and Khirbet er-Râs. Most
of these are unexcavated, but many
thousands of God’s people dwelled
in them over the years. Archaeology
helps us to learn a bit more about
their everyday experience.

Rev. R. Andrew Compton
is assistant professor of Old
Testament at Mid-America
Reformed Seminary.
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Blessed Is He Who Comes in the Name
of the Lord

Mr. Gerry
Wisz

“Open to me the gates of righteousness, that I may enter through them and
give thanks to the Lord. Save us, we pray, O Lord! O Lord, we pray,
give us success! Blessed is he who comes in the name of the
Lord . . . the Lord is God, and he has made his light to shine
upon us. Bind the festal sacrifice with cords, up to the
horns of the altar! You are my God, and I will give
thanks to you; you are my God; I will extol you.” 
—Psalm 118:19, 25–28
These are the words the people sang in Jerusalem as
Jesus, to much fanfare, arrived just before Passover.
The people took off their robes and spread them
with cut palm branches before his path as he made
his way toward the temple, riding on a donkey. Did
they know what they were saying?
Many did receive him as the one “who comes in
the name of the Lord,” recognizing at the least
that he was a prophet (Matt. 21:11). The fact that
he came riding not on a war horse but on a foal of
a donkey (Zech. 9:9) indicated to the disconcerted
Scribes and Pharisees looking on that he was
coming to Jerusalem as a king, bringing peace.
But he was—and is—a priest as well. The priests in
the temple were a shadowy configuration of him.
How he would fulfill his priestly role was still to
come. He himself would be the festal sacrifice bound
with cords and brought up to the horns of the altar,
after which the curtain separating the inner sanctuary
from all the people would be rent in two. The cry for
offering a sacrifice at Passover would be fulfilled, but not in
the way the people expected.
The people cried out to him as the son of David, “Hosanna,” that
is, “Save”; “bring success.” Israel was long under the heels of foreign
oppressors of one kind or another; Rome was no different to them. They
were counted, taxed, and bullied. They longed for freedom and a restoration
of their kingdom, the one David had won and Solomon had established. This, they
thought, would comprise their salvation.
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But Jesus came to establish a different kingdom. The focus was no longer to be Israel’s
national temple; he was the Temple into which all the nations would come (Isa. 2:2). The
temple of bricks and mortar would eventually be destroyed and evacuated, but as the
Temple, Christ—the one whom the rebuilt temple represented—though destroyed, would be
reconstituted and stand forever. Thus he fulfills and grants the request of “Hosanna”: the
redemption and establishment of a kingdom, this time one that will never end.
While in the temple, Jesus overturns the money-changers’ tables, again
fulfilling prophecy (Isa. 56:7; Jer. 7:11), showing that in matters
pertaining to God and his worship, there is no place for profit taking.
He has choice words for the chief priests and Pharisees, whom
he tells that they have matters exactly backwards: their rule
devising, burdening the people with them, and repeatedly
failed attempts at keeping them themselves are not the
way to God.
The way to God, but also the truth and the life, is
standing before them. Jesus instructs as well as
rebukes them, on paying taxes, on the resurrection
and marriage, and on the identity of the Son of
Man. Before leaving the city with his disciples, he
grieves over Jerusalem, remarking that they will
not see him again until they—like the people at his
arrival—say, “Blessed is he who comes in the name
of the Lord” (Matt. 23:39; Ps. 118:26).
In the meantime, his prophetic Word and Spirit
would soon begin to change the face of the world,
and his high priestly office—established within
days of his arrival in Jerusalem—will achieve
what all the chief priests through all of Israel’s
generations merely pointed to. May we also then
sing verses 22–23 of Psalm 118: “The stone that the
builders rejected has become the cornerstone. This is
the Lord’s doing: it is marvelous in our eyes.”

Mr. Gerry Wisz
and his wife, Betty, live in Garfield, NJ, and are parents to
eight children and grandparents to six. His family (children
still at home) are members of Preakness Valley URC in
Wayne, NJ. Gerry has been a long-time contributor to Christian
publications, including Christian Renewal and World Magazine,
and is featured on Redeemer Broadcasting’s show “Holding All Things
Together.” He has also served as an elder in the Orthodox Presbyterian Church.
He can be reached at gmwisz@optonline.net.
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A Matter of the Heart

In Leviticus 11, God sets
forth various regulations
governing clean and
unclean foods. Certain
animals, for example,
could be eaten as food
and others were forbidden
to be eaten. God’s rule for
determining whether an
animal is clean or unclean
is stated in Leviticus 11:2:
“You may eat any animal
that has a split hoof
completely divided and
that chews the cud.” Then
some examples of clean
and unclean animals are
listed so that the people
will clearly understand
God’s law.
It must be understood that the
unclean animals were themselves
not less good for food than the
clean ones. It appears, rather, that
God wanted his people to prepare
themselves properly in worshiping
and serving him. The case of Nadab
and Abihu seems to make this clear.
These two sons of Aaron came to
worship “with unauthorized fire
before the Lord “contrary to his
command” (Lev. 10:1). The Lord
responded to their impropriety by
sending forth fire which “consumed
them and they died before the
Lord” (Lev. 10:2). Proper preparation,
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therefore, to worship the Lord
requires observance of his laws.
Thus, the ceremonial laws were
intended to help God’s people honor
him as holy and properly worship
him. Now we can see that the heart
of the matter is a matter of the heart.
One’s heart must be clean in order
for our worship to be acceptable
to God. That’s why the ceremonial
laws could pass away when Jesus
came “in the fullness of time.” He
made it clear that cleanness and
uncleanness come from within the
heart of a person. Jesus declared to
the people of his day that “nothing
outside a man can make him
’unclean’ by going into him. Rather,
it is what comes out of a man that
makes him ‘unclean.’” (Mark 7:15).
By so teaching, “Jesus declared all
foods clean” (Mark 7:18). So the heart
is what must be cleansed in order to
satisfy the real meaning of the Old
Testament ceremonial law regarding
cleanness.
The apostle Peter also learned this
truth when men were coming from
Cornelius the centurion to ask him
to return with them to the house
of Cornelius. One will recall that

Dr. Harry
Arnold

Cornelius had been directed by an
angel to send for Peter (Acts 10:5).
As the men approached Joppa,
where Peter was staying at the time,
“he fell into a trance.” While in the
trance, Peter saw “a large sheet
let down to earth” in which were
many ceremonially unclean animals.
At that moment “a voice told him,
‘Get up Peter, kill and eat’” (Acts
10:13). Peter, always being careful
to observe God’s law, rejected the
command and responded: “Surely
not, Lord! . . . I have never eaten
anything impure or unclean” (Acts
10:14). Thereafter, “the voice spoke
a second time, ‘Do not call anything
impure that God has made clean.”’
Apparently, God meant to reinforce
this instruction in Peter’s mind, for
Scripture states “this happened three
times, and immediately the sheet
was taken back to heaven” (Acts
10:16). Peter was still pondering the
meaning of the vision when the men
from Cornelius arrived and asked for
him. It was then that Peter was given
specific direction by God’s Spirit to
“get up and go downstairs. Do not
hesitate to go with them, for I have
sent them” (Acts 10:20). Peter’s action
was so contrary to what a good Jew
would ordinarily do that it aroused
controversy among the Jewish
believers. Consequently Peter had
to defend his conduct before them
in Jerusalem (Acts 11:2–3). There
Peter explained to them all that had
happened to him and what happened
later in the house of Cornelius,
namely, “While [he] was still speaking,
the Holy Spirit came on all who
heard the message” (Acts10:44).
This settled the matter among them,

for we read: “When they [Jewish
believers] heard this, they had no
further objection and praised God,
saying, ‘So then, God has granted
even to the Gentiles repentance unto
life’” (Acts 11:18). This now makes
crystal clear that anyone who repents
of sin and believes in his heart that
the Lord Jesus has forgiven his sin
can be saved; even Gentiles who
once were considered unclean in
terms of the ceremonial law. Thank
God that his grace reaches even to
sinners like you and me!
It seems then, that the ceremonial
law about clean and unclean was
intended to remind God’s people to
have proper regard to his holiness
and to worship him with proper
regard to his majestic sovereignty.
Thus, all that would hinder proper
respect for God’s holy name must be
set aside. That would include even

associating with other peoples who
did not acknowledge him. That helps
explain also the “wall of partition”
between Jews and Gentiles. All of
that, however, has changed with
Jesus’ coming into the world to die
for sinners. Now the “middle wall
of partition” has been destroyed
and the ceremonial law with its
commandments and regulations
has been abolished (Eph. 2:14–15).
We are back once again to the
heart of the matter, which is to have
our hearts attuned to God himself
through Jesus Christ. He alone is
“the way and the truth and the life”
though whom we “come to the
Father” (John 14:6).
It becomes evident, therefore, that
we are called to examine our hearts.
What is in the heart tells us the

type of person we are. Surely, as
believers in Christ, we should want
to serve God with our whole heart
and manifest the fruit of the Spirit in
our lives (Gal. 5:22–23). Let us seek
to respond positively to the words of
Proverbs 22:26:
My son, give me your heart
And let your eyes keep to my
ways.
Or, in the words of an old hymn:
“Give Me thy heart,” says the
Father above,
“No gift so precious to Him as
our love;
“Softly He whispers, wherever
thou art,
“Gratefully trust Me, and give Me
thy heart.”
—Eliza E. Hewitt, 1898

Dr. Harry G. Arnold
is a retired minister in the Christian
Reformed Church and lives in
Portage, MI. He is a member of
Grace Christian Reformed Church in
Kalamazoo, MI.

If you are interested, the
hymn tune may be listened
to at: http://www.hymnary.
org/media/fetch/182056
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Welcoming Your Minister

When Jesus sent out his twelve
disciples to minister the gospel he
told them how they should conduct
themselves as kingdom servants
(Matt. 10:5–15). But he also spoke of
the responsibility of the people to
receive these ministers as his official
representatives. Jesus insists that
the way people receive his ministers
reflects their relationship with
God (Matt. 10:40). He invites God’s
people to welcome “a prophet in the
name of a prophet” and “to receive a
righteous man’s reward” (v. 41).
There is no better time to respond
to this invitation than when your
church receives a new minister. In
the denomination in which I serve,
the form for ministerial ordination
asks the congregation, “Do you,
in the name of the Lord, welcome
this brother as your pastor?” That’s
an important question. But it is
just as important to ask, “How will
you welcome this brother as your
pastor?” in order to prepare the way
for a fruitful ministry.

Begin Well with Your Minister
The importance of the first several
days, weeks, and months in a new
ministry cannot be overstated. A
well-worn maxim suggests that it
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takes years for a congregation to
bond with their pastor. Doubtless,
this can be true. But does it have
to be? Is it not just as likely that
a church has a brief window of
opportunity to establish the crucial
habits that form a beautiful pastoral
relationship?
Though most of Paul’s seasons of
ministry were brief, the believers
befriended him quickly (e.g., Acts
13:42–44; 16:11–15, 33–34). After
Paul’s longest ministry—just three
years—the church and its minister
had so connected that, when he
left, “they all wept freely, and fell
on Paul’s neck and kissed him,
sorrowing” (Acts 20:37–38). This kind
of bond is formed, in part, by the
way congregations welcome their
ministers actively and early.
Especially if you did not vote in
favor of calling your new minister,
make every effort to begin your
relationship positively. Your
reservations will be better handled
(down the road) if you establish a
healthy rapport with him.

Befriend Your Minister’s Family
The ministry can be terribly lonely.
Perhaps because congregants suspect
that ministry families’ calendars

Rev. William
Boekestein

overflow with social commitments
the minister’s family can receive less
care than others. A new minister
and his family are outsiders trying
to enter a closely-knit network. As
counterintuitive as it sounds, unless
your new minister grew up in your
congregation, he is a stranger within
your midst. He likely has no local
connections and no local extended
family members. Remember that “the
stranger who dwells among you shall
be to you as one born among you,
and you shall love him as yourself;
for you were strangers in the land of
Egypt: I am the Lord your God” (Lev.
19:34).

Pray with and for Your Minister
In one of the shortest verses in the
Bible, Paul pleads with the church on
behalf of himself and all Christian
pastors: “Brethren, pray for us” (1
Thess. 5:25). My ordination form
admonished my church to “pray
that he may, in the power of the
Spirit, equip [them] in the work of
advancing God’s Kingdom for the
honor of Christ our Lord.” Let your
minister know that you are praying
for him. This habit, one practiced
by Paul (Phil. 1:3, 9; Col. 1:9), assures
those for whom you are praying that
they are remembered before the
throne of grace.

Communicate with Your
Minister
Ironically, ministers can be among
the last to know about pastoral
needs. When this happens, their
ability to fulfill their God-given
duties is severely hampered. Paul
pleads with his fellow church
members to communicate openly
and honestly with their shepherds.
“We have spoken openly to you . . .
you also be open” (2 Cor. 6:11, 13).
Positive communication with your

minister means being willing to
gently confront him (Gal. 6:1). Of
course, you must overlook his sins
when possible (Prov. 17:9). When
you cannot, you must seek the
opportunity to forgive your minister
in a timely manner before hurts
calcify into grudges. God’s plan for
restoration from sin applies also to
pastors: “Go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone . . . If he
will not hear, take with you one or
two more . . . and if he refuses to hear
them, tell it to the church” (Matt.
18:15–17).
One of the worst ways you can
damage your congregation is to
gossip about your minister. Gossip
is always toxic. It poisons a person’s
reputation, sometimes irreparably.
But secret criticism against the
minister can shake the congregation’s
confidence in the minister and
jeopardize the entire ministry. “The
tongue has the power of life and
death” (Prov. 18:21). Use your tongue
to talk with your minister, not to
gossip about him.

Affirm Your Minister’s
Preaching
Pastors don’t necessarily need
congregants begging for their
preaching (but see Acts 13:42).
Still, most ministers are helped by
knowing that their people desire the
preached word (1 Pet. 2:2).
A welcoming congregation will
affirm the preaching during the
sermon. Maintaining eye contact and
communicating through engaging
facial and body expressions can be a
huge gift to the preacher. Conversely,
those who seem (only God knows
the heart) disinterested can deflate
any minister. A minister can better
preach his heart out when he
perceives that people are feasting on
the Word.
God’s people should also affirm
the sermon after it is preached;
not to feed your minister’s ego but
to respond to his human need for
encouragement. Thank your pastor
for his preaching. Ask that nagging

question about the sermon. Debrief
with family and friends. Of course,
the greatest affirmation of the
preached word is prayerful, active
application.

Follow Your Minister
Even as they pray for leadership
wisdom, take to heart the feelings
of the congregation, and submit
to the oversight of the elders,
ministers have a responsibility to
lead. They have been trained to
lead. The church has approved their
qualification to lead (1 Tim. 3:1–7).
They have been ordained to lead (1
Pet. 5:1–4). Ordinarily, they spend
more time thinking about the future
path of the church than anyone else
in the congregation.
Church members need to recognize
these realities. If you have concerns
about the leadership of your
minister, talk to him. If you feel that
he is leading the church in a wrong
direction, write a letter of concern
to the consistory. Otherwise, the
leadership of the minister should
be received with respect and
submission, unless it is proved to be
in conflict with God’s Word (1 Tim.
5:17).

Be Thankful for Your Minister
The ordination form used at the
start of my ministry stresses the
need for thankfulness. “We receive
this servant of our Lord from the
hand and heart of the Shepherd
and Bishop of our souls. We
are grateful that our Savior has
committed preaching, teaching,
and pastoral care to the office of
the ministry.” The form charges
“beloved Christians” to “receive your
minister in the Lord, with all joy . . .
let the feet of those who preach the
Gospel of peace, and bring the Good
News, be beautiful and pleasant to
you.” We should pray with gratitude
when we think of our minister:
“Merciful Father, we thank Thee
that it pleases Thee by the ministry
of men to gather Thy church out of
the lost human race to life eternal.
We acknowledge the gift of this

thy servant, sent to this people as a
messenger of Thy peace.”
Your minister might not always
appear to be a gift. Even then we can
trust that God is working his perfect
will through him, sometimes in spite
of him (Phil. 1:15–18).

Receive Christ Through Your
Minister
Christ has given himself as the
spotless Lamb through whom we
can approach God in peace. God’s
ministers declare this message both
publicly and privately, in their words
and in their deeds. Jesus told his
disciples, “Whoever receives you
receives me.”
That old ordination form puts it
well: God uses ministers to “gather
His church out of the corrupt race of
men to life eternal, and to give to His
church such teaching and care that
she may grow in faith and love and
service.” God uses his pastors and
teachers to equip, build up, unify,
sanctify, fortify, mature, and grow his
people (Eph. 4:11–16). It is they who
plead with us to be reconciled to God
in every sphere of our lives (2 Cor.
5:20).
Those who receive Christ through
the minister have this promise: “The
God of peace shall enter your homes.
You who receive this man in the
name of a prophet, shall receive a
prophet’s reward, and through faith
in Jesus Christ, the inheritance of
eternal life.”
			
This article first appeared on The Alliance
of Confessing Evangelicals’ website; www.
alliancenet.org under the heading The
Christward Collective, December 22, 2016.
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Martin Luther,

Pastoral Revolutionary

Listen to a 42-minute audio lecture that explores “Martin
Luther, Pastoral Revolutionary.” At the time of this lecture, Dr.
Trueman was the editor of Reformation 21 and was the Professor
of Historical Theology and Church History at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia as well as visiting professor
at Puritan Reformed Seminary in Grand Rapids, MI.
This lecture was given at the annual meeting of the
Reformed Fellowship held on November 7, 2008, at
Trinity United Reformed Church, 7350 Kalamazoo Ave SE,
Caledonia MI 49316.
To listen or download the lecture,
visit www.reformedfellowship.net
and click on the Martin Luther
lecture graphic.

TEACHING VACANCY – NEW ZEALAND
The Reformed Christian School Association in
Upper Hutt, New Zealand, is seeking a teacher to
teach at our Composite Christian School. We are
a small school and teach Year 1 through to year
12. Our aim is to develop a biblically consistent
world and life view in our students based on the
Reformed faith.
Applicants should be committed to the Reformed
faith and to Christian education. This is an exciting
opportunity to be part of a small covenant school,
and we look forward to your application. If you

have any questions or would like more information
please do not hesitate to contact us.
Short-term contracts will be considered. Please
forward your C.V. or any questions you may have to:
board@silverstreamchristian.school.nz

“The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge.”
—Proverbs 1:7
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Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
3500 Danube Dr. SW
Grandville, MI 49418-8387
(877) 532-8510

A DEFINITIVE GUIDE
FOR SCRIPTUREBASED CHURCH
LEADERSHIP
Take advantage of this excellent resource
for training new and experienced elders and
deacons. Sixteen chapters cover topics such as
the qualifications of elders and deacons, their
duties and tasks, the history of the Reformed
churches, infant baptism, the Lord’s Supper,
worship, rules for meetings, church discipline,
family visitation, and the ministry of mercy. A
plan and study guide incorporate readings
from Scripture and the confessions. Includes
recommendations for building a basic elder’s
library.
Contributing authors: John A. Bouwers, Michael
G. Brown, W. Robert Godfrey, Michael S.
Horton, Daniel R. Hyde, Nelson Kloosterman,
Randal S. Lankheet, Bradd L. Nymeyer, Ralph
Pontier, Kim Riddlebarger, Derrick J. Vander
Meulen, Cornelis P. Venema.
Michael G. Brown, editor
280 pages | Paperback

$14.99
• Purchase online at www.reformedfellowship.net
• Email: sales@reformedfellowship.net
• Call: (877) 532-8510

